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ABSTRACT 
Lentinula edodes (Shiitake mushroom) is a popular edible mushroom for its high 
nutrition and medical values. The genetics and physiology of its four developmental 
stages: monokaryons, dikaryons, primodium and fruiting body, have not yet been 
established. Fruiting process can only evolve from the dikaryons. Morphological and 
biochemical differences among dikaryons and monokaryons which relate to fruiting 
process can be analysed by generating the gene expression profiles of dikaryons�A full 
length-subtractive cDNA library was constructed by multiple subtraction of a dikaryon, 
L54, with RNA from its two monokaryotic parents, A and B. Over 9000 cDNA clones 
were randomly picked by colony picker and gritted on macro-nylon membranes 
automatically. The membranes were screened with chemiluminescent probes of Long 
Distance-PCR products of total cDNA of L54, A, and B to obtain a total of 1800 cDNA 
clones. These clones and a laboratory collection of around 400 primordium Expressed 
Sequence Tags (ESTs) were printed onto glass chips to generate microarrays chips. 
Duplicate clones were printed to produce six pairs of identical clones to facilitate the 
statically calculation. Fluorescent labeled probes were synthesized from total RNA of 
L54, A, and B, and hybridized simultaneously to the cDNA microarray. Fluorescent 
signal was amplified with tyramide and the fluorescent images were scanned and 
analysed. 
After normalization, the up-regulated clones were selected and sequenced. Among 
the 1800 dikaryotic clones, 35.6% was up-regulated and 16.6% was down-regulated, and 
23.3% was up-regulated and 13.2% down-regulated clones in L54 when compared with 
A and B respectively. The up-regulated clones were selected and sequenced. The 
genes sequenced were analysed with BLASTX+BEAUTY in BCM and matched with 
protein homology. After functional categorization, those differentially expressed genes 
were involved in cell cycle and DNA processing, cell rescue/defense, and virulence, 
cell-structure/cytoskeleton, cell transport/transport mechanism, control of cellular 
organization, energy, metabolism, protein fate, protein synthesis, and subcellular 
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localization. 
Among the 328 primordium ESTs, 16% and 20.4% were differentially 
up-regulated dikaryon L54 when compared with parental monokaryons A and B 
respectively. Functional categorizationrelated them to cell division, cell signaling, cell 
structure, cell transport, cell/ organism/defense, RNA synthesis, protein synthesis and 
metabolism. 
Energy metabolisms involved were highly differentially expressed in dikaryon, 
such as pyruvate dehydrogenase, alcohol dehydrogenase, aldehyde dehydrogenase, 
succinate dehydrogenase and glutamate decarboxylase. Cell structural proteins are also 
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Chapter One Literature Review 
1.1 Introduction of Lentinula edodes 
1.1.1 Life cycle of Basidiomycete 
The life cycle of Basidiomyceteous begins with spores with different sex and 
generated by fruit body. Spores give rise to filamentous monokaryotic hyphae (primary 
mycelium) and only sexually compatible mycelium can fuse and exchange genetic 
materials to generate dikaryotic mycelium (secondary mycelium). Only dikaryotic 
mycelium can trigger the development of fruit body. Hyphae knot are formed from 
dikaryotic mycelium and grow in tremendous rate using up surrounding nutrients and 
give rise to pinhead and then primordial. Primordium is the initial stage of successful 
fruiting body development. Primordia develop to fruiting body under suitable 
environment. 
Mushroom is defined as macrofungus with a distinctive fruiting body which can be 
either hypogeous or epigeous, large enough to be seen with the naked eye and to be 
picked by hand. (Chang and Miles., 1992). Species number of mushroom is estimated at 
140,000 and only 10% are known. 
Lentinula edodes (Berk.) Sing., known in Japan as Shiitake and in China as Xiang 
gu, class belong to Basidiomycetes, family Tricholomamataceae, With the global 
production in the mid 1990、of 840,000 tones and 80% of production occurs in China, 
others grown in Japan and South Korea, is the second most commonly cultivated edible 
mushroom worldwide. Shiitake is an important ingredient in Chinese and Japanese 
cuisine, and is increasingly finding its way onto the tables of North Americans, 
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Europeans, and other cultures. The health benefits of Shiitake are widely characterized, 
but the number and quality of scientific studies are rapidly increasing, demonstrating its 
immune-modalating antimuatgenic, antitumor (Mizuno et al., 2000), antiviral, and 
cholesterol-regulating effects (Fukushima et al.. 2001). Compounds found against 
chemical N-ethyl-lM-nitrosourea and cyclophosphamide were antimutagenic (Lima et al., 
2001). And antibacterial compound found in L. edocks inhibit S. pyogenes, S. aureus 
and B. megaterium (Hatvani et al., 2001). While some excellent research has come out 
of Japan in the last 15 years brought, sparking international interest in the medicinal 
effects of Shiitake, few controlled studies with humans exist. More randomized, 
double-blind, controlled studies need to be funded and carried out to clarify the benefits, 
dose, and therapeutic regimens for the use of shiitake in cancer and other diseases. 
Several important bioactive compounds such as proteins (26% of dry weight), 
lipids (primarily linoleic acid), carbohydrates，fiber, minerals, vitamins (Bl, B2, C) and 
ergosterol have been isolated (Ying et al., 1987; Terashita et al., 1990). Lentinan, a 冷 
-glucan, was the first antitumor compound isolated from shiitake (Chiraha et al., 1970). 
The compound activates the immune system and induces gene expression of 
immunomodulatory cytokines and their receptors (Borchers et al., 1999;〇oi and Liu, 
2000). Lentinan protected the D N A damage induced by antineoplastic agents in vivo 
were also reported (Hasegavva et al., 1989). 
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1.1.2 Differentially Expressed Genes in stages oiLentinula edodes 
L. edodes has four developmental stages: mycelium, primordium. youg fruiting 
body and mature fruiting body. Transcriptional profiling of each stages is beginning to 
be better understood. In mature fruiting body of L. edodes, mfhAc (Kondoh et al., 
1995), -/S-MPP (Zhang et al 1998), Laccase (Zhao et al., 1999), were identified as 
differentially expressed in this stage when compared with primordial stage. In 
primordial stage, priA & priB (Kajvvara et al., 1992; Endo et al., 1994), citrate synthase, 
isocirate lyase genes (Bian, 2001), Le MAPK (Leung, 1998) were identified 
differentially expressed when compared with fruiting body gene expression profile. At 
the stage of dikaryotic mycelium, the gene hydrophobin Le.hycU (Ng et al., 2000) was 
identified as differentially expressed in dikaryon as compared to the primordium. 
J) 
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1.2 Relationship of Monokaryons and Dikaryons in Basidiomycetes 
1.2.1 Mating Type Gene in Filamentous Fungi 
Blakeslee (1908) used the terms homothallic and heterothallic to describe the 
mating system of filamentous fungi, mating type genes were then characterized. 
Heterothallic fungi required two opposite mating types to undergo sexual reproduction 
while homothallic fungi can self-fertile. Heterothallic basidiomyceteous fungi is 
tetrapolar mating type in which four mating types segregate in the progeny of a cross. 
Basidiomycetes species have mating systems with two or more specificities at each 
of two unlinked mating-type loci (Koltin Y. et al, 1972) These extraordinary tetrapolar 
mating systems engender literally thousands of different mating types within a single 
species. In addition to tetrapolar mating, heterothallic basidiomycete fungi exhibit two 
other mating patterns, a bipolar system (two alternate specificities at a single M A T 
locus). Tetrapolar mushroom fungi Coprinns cinereiis and SchizophyUum commune 
have a complex mating-type loci. C. cmereus and S. commune each have two unlinked 
mating-type factors designated A and B. And each of these factors have siibloci 
designated a and /S . These two loci are functionally redundant and recombination can 
occur between loci (Casselton et al, 1994; Raper et al., 1983). Genes at locus A 
encode liomeodomain proteins and the genes at locus B encode pheromones and 
pheromone receptors. A and B factors have tremendous number of specificities 
generated by subloci. For S. commune, the A factors have288 specifities (9 for Aa 
for A and B has 81 specificities (9 for B a and 9 for B /5). These combinations can 
yield over 20,000 mating types (Casselton et al, 1994). For C. cmereus, there are an 
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estimated 160 specificities at A and 79 at B to generate potentially 12,000 different 
mating types (Casseltoii et al, 1994). The A and B mating factors of C. cinereus and S. 
commune regulate the events in the establishment of the dikaryon that eventually forms 
fruiting bodies. The ^ -regulated events include nuclear pairing, hook cell formation, 
conjugate division of the nuclei in the tip cell, and hook cell septation. The B factors 
regulate nuclear migration and the fusion of the hook cell with the subapicai cell. 
L2,2Pheromoiie Signaling in Basidiomycetes 
Pheromone signaling is important in mating processes in the basidiomycetes: (1) 
fusion of cells; (2) establishing and maintaining filamentous growth of the dikaiyon; (3) 
post-fusion nuclear migration after hyphal anastomosis in the mushrooms; 4) fusion of 
hook cells to maintain the dikaryon in the mushrooms. (Kronstad et al., 1997). 
Anastomosis of monokaryotic vegetative cells of S. commune and C. cinereus does 
not depend on pheromone-based recognition. The A and B mating factors act to 
establish and maintain the dikaryons after fusion has occurred. B factor contains 
pheromone and pheromone receptor genes were demonstrated in S, commune (Specht 
et al.,1995), indicating that pheromone signaling controls the 5-regulated events of 
reciprocal nuclear migration and hook cell fusion . 
Sequence analysis of the S. commune B a 1 region revealed a pheromone receptor 
gene and three pheromone genes: barl (B a receptor 1) and bap I, bap2 and bap3 (B a 
pheromone) (Wendland et al.，1995). These genes regulated the septal breakdown to 
allow passage of the fertilizing nuclei, hook cell formation and hook cell fusion. 
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Figure 1.1 Fungal mating pheromone signal transduction. 
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1.2.3 Dikaryon Formation and Homeodomiiin Proteins 
P hero in one signaling is important in establishing and maintaining dikaryon 
development. The A locus of S. commune controls formation of the fertile dikaryon by 
regulating nuclear pairing, hook cell formation, conjugate nuclear division and hook cell 
formation (Giasson et al., 1989). The A factor- in C. cwereus also regulates nuclear 
pairing, clamp cell formation, conjugate nuclear division, and clamp cell septation. 
Techniques to identify differentially expressed genes have also been applied to find 
targets of homeodomain mating proteins in S. commmine (Wessel et al., 1987). 
Dikaryon-specific tanscripts have been identified, but it remains as a question whether 
these genes are directly regulated by A factor products (Schuren et al., 1990). 
The characterization of a and b mating-type sequences at MAT locus of and 
Ustilago hordei contributes to the understanding of molecular difference between 
bipolar and tetrapolar mating systems in the heterobasidiomycetes (Bakkeren et al.,丨 993’ 
1994, 1996), a and b sequences are physically and genetically linked in U. hordei to 
establish one giant MAT locus. 
Some mating-type loci involved in biological process other than mating, including 
vegetative incompatibility, sexual dimorphism, ascospore dimorphism and virulence. 
Vegetative imcompatibility is common in growth of fungal mycelia that limits the 
formation of heterkaryons bearing genetically distinct nuclei. For instance, the 
mating-type of N. crassa has a vegetative incompatibility function that prevents the 
formation of mixed mating-type vegetative hetreokaryons. N. crassa has more than ten 
different vegetative incompatibility loci which show no effect in enhancing or restricting 
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sexual compatibility. When two N. crassa strains that differ at mating-type but not in 
vegetative incompatibility loci proceed to fusion under vegetative condition, the 
cytoplasm at the fusion site became highly vacuolated and mycelia died within this 
region (Wilson et aL 1961). This suggested that incompatibility reaction was due to a 
factor present in a cell before they encountered the opposite mating type. The 
sequences of vegetative incompatibility alleles from het-c and het-e from Podospora 
anseririQ (Saupe et aL 1994. 1996) and the involvement of adenylate cyclase in 
incompatibility reactions (Loubradou et aL, 1996) suggested that the incompatibility loci 
played a role in signal transduction pathways. 
Mating type loci also play a vital role in sexual dimorphism, ascospore dimorphism, 
and virulence that are not well characterized. In Ascosphaera apis, observations 
suggested that mating-type was associated with male and female dimorphism (Spiltoir et 
aL, 1955). This system also influenced cytoplasmic inheritance. Ascospore 
dimorphism was common in genus Sclerotinia which related to mating type switching. 
In Sclerotinia, the size differences between two large ascospores and two small ones 
implied corresponding to ascospore mating type (Fujii et al., 1988). Coisogenic strains 
of Cryotpcocus neoformans showed difference in mating type that resulted in virulence 
(Kvvon et al., 1992). 
The mating systems in many fungi now characterized and were found to be similar 
to part of those in S. cerevisiae and S. pomhe Unlike yeast, which limits in spatial 
differentiation, mating type in filamentous fungi acted in a very specialized cells; the 
crozier, the hook cell, and fruiting bodies. Unlike ascomycetes in which recognition is 
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one-to-one, basidiomycetes had evolved novel one-to-many specificity in pheromone 
signaling and in homeodomain protein interaction which bring challenge to the study. 
1.2.4 Clamp Connection formation in Dikaryon 
. The mushroom fungi, C. cinereiis and S. commune grow in two vegetative stages: 
the self-sterile monokaryon and the fertile dikaryon. The fertile dikaryon that results 
from mating between compatible monokaryons has binucleate cells and clamp 
connection at septa. The dikaryon can differentiate fruiting bodies and karyogamy 
results in diploid nuclei within basidial cells on the gills of the mushroom. Following 
meiosis, four basidiospores are formed on each basidium; germination of these spores 
establishes the vegetative monokaryon. After fusion of monokaryons, the events that 
establish the dikaryons follow a defined order that is regulated by the genes at 
mating-type loci (Stankis et al., 1990). Initially, nuclei are exchanged between mating 
partners, and these nuclei migrate oppositely through the hyphal cells of each 
monokaryon. The septa dividing cells of the monokaryons break down before the 
migrating nuclei and the nuclei eventually reach tip cells to establish the dikaryon 
Clamp connection is the characteristic feature of dikaryons distinguishes from 
monokaryons. Clamp connection formed during 
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1.3 Stuctural Protein of Mushroom 
1.3.1 Hydrophobin 
1.3.1.1 General Introduction 
Filamentous fungi secret small size proteins that are localized on the outer surface 
of their cell walls. Hydrophobin is one of the structural proteins. It is called 
hydrodrobin because they confer water repellent properties to many conidia, hyphae and 
multicellular structures. It forms amphipathic membranes with hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic surfaces. Hydrophilic surface is bound to the cell wall polysaccharides 
whilst hydrophobic surface is exposed to exterior. Hydrophobin are ubiquitous in 
mushroom, saprophytic moulds, plant pathogens and mutualistic symbionts. Many 
types of hydrophobin are present in one species. There are six different hydrophobin 
genes identified form tomato pathogen Cladosporiiun fiilviim (Nielsen et al., 2001; 
Segers et al., 1999) and Pleiirotiis ostreatus (Asgerisdottir et al., 1998; Peanas et al., 
1 998)，and four have been isolated from S. commune (Wessels et al., 1995). 
1.3.1.2 Structure of hydrophobin 
All hydrophobins have eight cysteines in a conserved array with the consensus 
pattern, Xn-C-X,-.io-C-C-X,,.44-C-X8-23-C-X5-9-C-C-X6.1 g-C-Xm (modified from Wessels, 
1996) which is the distinguishing features of a hydrophobin. Hydrophobin ranged 
amino acids from 83 to over 400 amino acids. And there are no conserved regions in 
the sequences. Hydrophobin can be classified into two groups: Class I and 11 based 
on sequence comparison. Class I hydrophobin are insoluble in aqueous solvents and 
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can only be dissociated by concentrated tri-fluoroacetic or formic acids (Wessels, 1994) 
while Class 丨丨 hydrophobin can be solublized in hot SDS or 60% ethanol. All 
hydrophobin geness contained a canonical signal peptide implying that they were 
secreted through ER-Golgi pathway (Segers et al., 1999). N-terminus contains a large 
domain (51-158 amino acid) and many of these domains are composed of high 
proportion of glycine and asparagine residues These domain may anchor the 
hydrophobins to the outside of the fungal cell walls, and other hydrophobins could 
aggregate around this anchor and attached to the cell surface (Whiteford and Spanu, 
2002) 
1.3.1.3 Formation of Bisulphide bonds and Glycosylation 
The cysteines in hydrophobins form disulphide bonds with each other in the 
structure: Cysl and Cys2, Cys3 and Cys4, Cys5 and Cys6, Cys7 and Cys8, and form 
four loops (Yaguchi et al., 1993). The roles of the intramolecular cross-linkages were 
demonstrated to inhibit premature assembly of the hydrophobins before secretion into 
the wall and the growth medium (de Vocht et al., 2000). Hydrophobin of P. ostreatus 
and S. commune are glycosylated which revealed in vitro enhance the interaction 
between the aggregates and hydrophobic surfaces, and induces the formation of 
a-helices. But other hydrophobins in other species showed no glycosylation, such as 
A B H 3 of A. hisporiis (Lugones et al., 1998) and CFTHl of Claviceps fmiformis (de 
Vries et al., 1999). The nature of the modification is unknown and tried to be identified 
(Mackay et al., 2001) 
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Hydrophobin SC3 and SC4 in S. commune found are rich in (3-sheet. The 
proportion increases with self-assembly at water air interfaces. Assembly at interfaces 
between water and hydrophobic surfaces is associated with the appearance of a-helices 
(Wosten and de Vocht. 2000). 
1.3.1.4 Functions of Hyclrophobins 
Most of the progress in understanding hydrophobin function has been made in 
studies with the S. commune. SC3 and SC4 are the most abundant of these proteins and 
have been extensively purified and characterized (van Wetter et al., 2000a; Wosten and 
W m e y , 2000)。 
SC3 reduces the surface tension of the growth medium and to allow the hyphae to 
emerge into the air (Wosten et al., 1999b). Such a function may be shared by other 
hydrophobins. For instance, the A B H 3 hydrophobin from A. bisporiis can complement 
the mutant ASC3 when added to the medium (Lugones et al., 1998). Other 
hydrophobinless mutants from different fungi, Ophiostoma ulmi also produce fewer 
aerial hyphae (Bovvden et al., 1996; Brasier et al., 1995). Another function of SC3 is to 
aid maturation of the fungal cell wall. In wild type S. commune, as fungus develops, 
the cell wall glucans become linked to chitin and are insolublized. In the ASC3 mutant 
did not exhibit this phenomenon and the soluble glucan is secreted in the medium (van 
Wetter et al., 2000a). The role of hydrophobins in cell wall maturation may be 
common among fungi (Whiteford and Spanu, 2002). Hydrophobins SC3 and SC4 in .S'. 
cummiine maintain the hydrophobic nature of the air channels and prevent water logging 
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(van Wetter et al., 2000b). 
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1.4 Genomics of filamentous fungi 
With the lagged behind pace in exploitation of genome-wide research when 
compared with other eukaryotes, the filamentous fungal genetics community currently 
Litilizse genomic technologies to resolve long-standing issues in fungal biology. Some 
technologies have been proposed to study the mechanics of tip growth, photoreception, 
gene silencing, the molecular basis of conidiation, the pathway leading to sexual 
reproduction, and mechanisms of pathogenesis. 
Prior to the development of insertional-mutagenesis techniques, such as 
restriction — enzyme-mediated integration (REMI) (Maier et al., 1999; Sweigard et al., 
1998; Sweigard et al., 1996, Lu et al., 1994) and the use of transposons (Ladendorf et al., 
2001; Villalba et al., 2001; Hamer et al., 2001), it was difficult to induce genetic 
variation in many tllamentous fungi and hard to clone genes of interest. Gene-tagging 
methods only permitted "one-gene-at-a-time' analyses. Genomics technologies (Ross 
et al., 2000; Lander et al., 2000; Keen et al., 1999; Timberlake et al., 1998; Prade et al., 
1998; Crawford et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2000) helped to identity the complete genome 
that control pathways of interest of filamentous fungi. 
A m o n g the fungal researches, Aspergillus nididans, Neitrospora crass a, S. 
cerevisiae, P heme ar ache ate ciysogenm, Candida albicans and others have been 
developed and published by exploring genomic technologies. Powerful genome-wide 
data-gathering tools have been used, including genome sequencing expression profiling 
using microarrays or serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE); protein identification by 
two - dimentional gels of chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectroscopy; and 
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functional analysis using transposon insertions, targeted gene deletions, protein tagging 
or two-hybrid interactions. (Ross et al., 2000) The yeast community also quickly 
recognized that the value of data collected using these technologies with the construction 
of databases (e.g. the Yeast Protein Database (YPD) and the Stanford Sciccharomyces 
Genome Database (SGD). 
Genomic Works with filamentous fungi is not well organized, and the fungi 
themselves have relatively undeveloped genetic systems compared to yeast. With the 
completion of N. crass a genome sequence, the pace of fungal genome research has 
quickened. Genome-wide analyses of two genetic models, A. nidulam and N. crassa, 
have been carried out for several years. (Clutterbuck et al., 1997; Radford et al., 1997; 
Prade et al., 1997; Prade et al., 2000) 
Genome analyses showed that the genome sizes of selected filamentous fungi are 
about three times of the yeast genome, one third of the size of the A. thalicma genome, 
and much smaller than the genome of rice, the model cereal. The small size of many 
fungal genomes compared to those of most eukaryotes, combined with their high gene 
density and relatively low amount of repetitive D N A , make the sequencing of multiple 
funeral f^enomics both feasible and cost effective. 
O O 
Collectively 3578 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from three different vegetative 
stages: mycelial, conidial, and sexual stages of N. crass a were compared to the 
translated open reading frames (ORFs) of yeast and nonfungal sequences in the public 
databases, with ESTs from human and mouse as well. N. crass a was found to have a 
higher proportion (61%) of genes with no identifiable ho mo log than those in yeast of 
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less than 40%, though the rate of sequence divergence are similar for the two fungi. 
Yeast and N. crassa share a very small set of genes that have no homologs in nonfungal 
organisms, they appear to be fungal-specific genes. In contrast, there small set of N. 
crassa genes that have homologs in nonfungal databases but not in yeast. 
Genome comparisons can be used effectively to address specific questions about 
fungal lifestyle, such as the choice of reproductive strategy. C. albican, has historically 
been thought to lack a sexual cycle. C. albican was shown to have homologs of the S. 
cerevisiae mating-type genes and to be capable of initiating sexual development if 
strains of opposite mating type were constructed and paired (Magee et al.. 2000). And a 
10.4 X shotgun sequence converage of the C. albican genome provided a database that 
could be searched for the 500-odd genes known to be required for S. cerevisiae mating 
(Tzung et al., 2001). All of the genes involved in the pheromone response pathway 
were found but some of the genes required for meiosis were missing, which may explain 
the natural sterility of C. albicans. 
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1.5 Genetic analysis of filamentous fungi 
The gene expression differences between monokaryons and dikaryons has not yet 
well identified in filamentous fungi, though only dikaryon can initiate fruiting process in 
basidiomycetes. In C. cinereiis, the A mating type factor of regulatary part of a 
developmental sequence that leads to the conversion of the asexual monokaryons into 
the fertile dikaryons. A42 genes were shown constitutively expressed in both 
monokaryons and dikaryons. (Richardson et al., 1993) This has important implications 
with respect to intracellular recognition of a compatible mating, which requires an 
interaction between proteins already present within the cells of the mating partners, and 
for the subsequent inaintenance of dikaryotic growth. In S. commune is a good model to 
study mushroom genetics. It has been demonstrated that by using gene disruptions, 
hydrophobins SC4 and SC3 in S. commune showed different functions in dikaryons and 
monokaryons (van Wetter et al., 2000). SC3 genes expressed both in dikaryons and 
monokaryons. In the monokaryon, SC3 lowers the water surface tension, coats aerial 
hyphae with a hydrophobic layer and mediates attachment of hyphae to hydrophobic 
surfaces; dikaryon SC3 fulfils the same roles as in monokaryons. SC4, on the other hand, 
has a role within fruiting bodies by preventing gas channels filling with water under wet 
conditions. G-protein alpha-subunit family involved in several roles in eukaryotic cells, 
such as the regulation of growth and development, of pathogenicity and of the 
transmission of pheromone stimulation. G-protein of ；S'. commime.. ScGP-A and ScGP-C 
played a role in suppressing fruit-body formation in the dikaryon. For the mushroom L 
edocies, limited information about the differentially expressed genes in dikaryons 
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between monokaryons has been published. Hydrophobin 2 showed up-regulated in 
dikaryon L54 when compared with monokaryons A and B by using quantitative reverse 
transcription (Ng et aL 2000). 
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1.6 Objectives of tlie Project 
Dikaryon of L. cciodes strain L54 is different from its parents monokaryon A and 
monokaryon B in observable growth rate and morphology. Only the dikaryotic 
mycelium L54 can trigger the process of fruiting formation. 
The fruiting is a mysterious process in L. .edocks, and till now, there are limited 
information of fruiting, what kind of factors regulate the initiation of fruiting has been a 
long-term objective. 
Identify and characterize the differentially expressed genes of dikaryon L54 from 
monokaryons A and B in L. edocks is the objective of the thesis. Differentially 
expressed genes may contribute to the fast grow rate, and morphological feature of 
dikaryon L54. And more importantly, those genes account for the initiation of fruiting 
unique to dikaryons. The outline of this project is shown in Figure 1.2. And the 
morphological difference between dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B is shown in 
Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.2 Outline of the project. 
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Figure 1.3 Mycelium grew in potation dextrose agar (PDA) in different time 
periods. From left to right hand side columns, mycelium morphologies in 1 
week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks and 4 weeks. From up to bottom rows, monokaryon 
A, monokaryon B, and dikaryon L54 changed in different days. The photo 
showed that the dikaryon L54 grew much faster than its parent, monokaryons 
A and B. 
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Chapter Two Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes in Dikaryons of 
Lentinula edodes by Microarray of Primordium Expressed 
Sequence Tags 
2.1. Introduction 
With the invention of automatic sequencer by Leroy Wood in 1986 (Smith et al., 
1986), routine large-scale nucleotide sequencing became feasible. Established of 
expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) database have been proposed (Adam et al., 1991). 
ESTs are cloned segments of c D M A molecules that have been partly sequenced with 
several hundred bases from both either 5'- or 3'-ends. EST offers an efficient way to 
identify genes. With the advantages of identifying novel genes，mapping known genes 
to chromosomes and showing the accuracy of automated sequencing technology, EST 
databases were established for various animals, plants, and microorganisms. In 1995, 
researcher demonstrated that 17,000 ESTs that could be used to identify over 87,000 
c D N A sequences from various tissues in the human body and about 80 percent of which 
were previously unknown (Adam et al., 1995). 
With the limited information of the genome of L. edodes, EST database of 
primordium has been established in our laboratory to allow a better picture of the 
transcriptional profiling of devolpmental stages of L. edodes. Primordium is the 
essential developmental stage, which trigger fruiting body formation. The identified 
genes in primordium allow our preliminary understanding of the fruiting process of L. 
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edodes. The EST database contained 500 identified unique genes which involving in 
cell division, cell signaling/cell communication, cell stucture, cell defense, R N A 
synthesis, protein synthesis and metabolism.(Ng, 2000, Bian, 2001), were chosecl to spot 
on microarray slide to generate primordiLim EST microarray gene chip. 
With the availability of the primordum ESTs, we aimed at screening out fruiting . 
specific genes, which develop in dikaryon L54 but not in inonokaryons A and B. 
Dikaryon formation is the fundamental regulation of fruiting body formation. Fruiting 
bodies always develop on the dikaryotic mycelium. Dikaryon formation is regulated 
by the mating type loci. Thus these loci genes indirectly control fruiting formation. As 
jList previous described in chapter one, basidiomycetes have two mating type loci A and 
B. A mating type locus codes for two types of homeodomain transciption factor, called 
H D l and HD2. B mating type locus codes for pheromones and pheromone receptors. 
Homokaryons of C. cinereus were discovered to trigger fruiting body formation on 
transformation with cloned genes of another A type mating specificity. This finding 
indicated the significant importance of A genes in fruiting body development. (Tymon et 
al., 1992; Kues et al.. 1998). In C cinereus, one mutated genes, peel, were analysed 
and found that it encodes a H M G box transcription factor that functions in the A mating 
type pathway. Fruiting body development regressed when defects in the peel gene 
(Murata et al., 1998). In S. convniine Frtl protein found has a P-loop motif at its 
N-terminal end, proposing that it belongs to the ATP-binding proteins. Findings 
suggested that Frtl plays a negative role in regulation of dikaryon-expressed genes in 
vegetatively growing homokaryons. A number of fruiting body-specific or fruiting 
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body-induced genes have been obtained by using molecular technologies. Two laccase 
genes {lad, lac2) in L. edodes were demonstrated to be existing in the later stages of 
fruiting body formation, especially in the cap. Protein Lac 1 and Lac2 were believed 
functioning in strengthening cell-to-cell adhesion by formation of extracellular pigment 
which coupled to oxidative polymerization of cell wall components. (Zhao and Kvvan 
1999). An Arg-Gly-Asp motif was found in a short peptide which mediated hyphal 
aggregation, part of the protein M F B A from L. edodes. Primordium-specific gene priA 
from L. edodes contains cystein-rich motifs which similar zinc fingers type by 
transcription factor TFIIIA, zinc clusters observed in methallothionins (Ishizaki et al., 
1999). C-terminal C A A X motif known to promote membrane interactions of proteins 
was found in PriA. This protein increases heavy metal sensitivity in E. coli when 
heterologously expressed (Ishizaki et al., 1999). Another primordium-specific proteins 
PriB of L. edodes has been shown to bind to a specific D N A sequence and thus functions 
as a transcription factor. 
Microarrays are a novel way of getting fast answers to obvious questions. 
Different strains of same species have been shown to exhibit marked variablly in the 
overall pattern of gene expression in the brain (Sandberg et al., 1997)，compared the 
expression profiles of more than 10,000 genes in six brain regions of two inbred mouse 
lines. These gene expression differences may represent a functional substrate for 
physiological and behavioral differences between strains. Similarly, it has been shown 
that gene expression patterns differ greatly between genetically identical individuals of 
the same age, sex, and physiological condition (Pritchard et al., 2001). Comparison of 
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the expression profiles of 5.406 genes in a number of tissues of inbred mouse strain 
revealed considerable variability, ranging from 0.8% in the liver to 3.3% in the kidney 
(Pritchard eta!., 2001). 
Combining primordium ESTs with inicroarray analysis, dikaryotic specific genes 
are expected discovered which demonstrating the essential factor contributing the 
initiation of fruitiniz bodv formation. 
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2.2. Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Construction of EST database 
2.2.2 Construction of EST Microarray cDNA gene-chip 
With the collection of around 500 expressed sequenced tags of primordium from 
m y previous colleagues in our laboratory, T.P. N g and X.L. Bian, I used these available 
ESTs to spot onto glass chips to generate primordium EST microarray gene-chip. 
2. 2. 2. 1 Amplification of the primordium EST clones 
ESTs were stored as bacteria E.coU cells and phagemids in —70()C and -20"C 
freezer respectively。 The bacterial cells with identification PEL 1001-1124 were picked 
out and streaked onto LB agar plate with kanamycin antibiotics。 Those with 
identification B1-B99 were streaked onto LB agar plates with carbenicillin antibiotics. 
These LB plates were incubated at 37()C for 16 hours。 
Single colony of each EST was selected and placed in 50 [lI of distilled water in 
P G R tube. These cells were boiled at 95"C for 10 minutes and spun down for 1 minute. 
Five of the boiled cell debris acted as template and were placed into 95 )ll1 pf PGR 
reaction mixture composing of 1 X reaction buffer (20 m M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 m M 
KCl), 1.5 m M MgCh, 0.2 m M each dNTPs, 0.2 u M of each primers T3 and T7 for 
clones 1000-1 124, primers 3,-LD and 5，-LD for clones B1-B99, and 0.02 U/ul 
Platinum® Tac/ D N A polymerase (Invitrogen) to make final volume of 100 ul. Thermo 
cycling was performed for 35 cycles of 94()C for 30 seconds, 55"C for 30 seconds and 
72‘)C for 10 minutes. Single inserted size of each EST clone was check by 
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performing gel electrophoresis. 
The EST plamids independently stored in 1.5inl of microcentrifuge tube in —20()C 
freezer were spun down first and pipetted out 1 \.i\ to act as a template in P G R reaction. 
The P G R reaction mixtures containing 1 X reaction buffer (20 mlM Tris-HCl. pH 8.0, 50 
m M KCl), 1.5 m M MgClz, 0.2 m M each dNTPs, 0.2 u M of each primers T3 and T7 for 
plasmid identification PELOOO1-0999, and 0.02 U/ul Platinum® Tag D M A polymerase 
(Invitrogen) to make final volume of 100 ul. Gel electrophoresis also performed to check 
the single insert size of each plasmid EST. 
2. 2. 2. 2 Purification of the amplified EST clones 
The P G R products were purified using 96-Well P C R Purification Kit provided by 
Arraylt'^'. A 96-we 11 filter called SuperFilter 100 was posited on a 96-we 11 vacuum 
manifold. Arraylt'^' Binding Buffer was added to the wells of the SuperFilter. 
Pipetted 1 OOul of 96-we 11 PCR samples quickly into the binding buffer. Immediately 
pipetting up and down for 10 times to make even distribution of the D N A . Gentle 
vacuum were applied to allow binding of the D N A to the SuperFilter membrane and 
allowed impurities flowed through. Washing buffer was added to each wells and gentle 
vacuum applied to wash the matrix. Full vacuum was applied after three times of 
washing for 3 minutes to dry the membrane. The SuperFilter was removed from 
vacuum block and placed on an unmarked 96-well microplate. The SuperFilter was then 
centrifuged in microplate centrifuge at 500 X g to remove the residual A r r a y I t 旧 Wash 
Buffer for 5 minutes at ambient temperature. The SuperFilter was placed to other maked 
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96-vvell Inicroplate and unlnarked 111icroplate and its contents vvas discarded. A Inild 
elution buffer 0.1 X TE (I 111lvI Tri-HCI , 0.1 InM EOTA, pH 8.0) vvas added to the 
96-vvell SuperFilter. The 111enlbrane vvas re-vvetted vvith I 00 ~L1 of 0.1 X TE vvhen 
standing at alnbient telnperature for I 111inute. The PCR products binded on the 
Inelnbrane \vas eluted by applying centrifugation for 5 Ininutes at atnbient telnperature at 
speed 500 X g. Dried the el uted PCR prod uct in vacuuln centrifuge \vithout heating 
for three hours. The dried PCR \vas resuspended with I 0 ~d of ultra pure \Nater. Five 
~Ll of the purified PCR product vvas pipetted out and placed into 384-\vell Inicroplates 
containing 5 ~Ll of dill1ethyl sulfoxide (OIVISO) in each vvell. 
2. 2. 2. 3 Spotting of the amplified EST clones onto chips 
The alnplified EST clones vvere stored in 384-vvell plates vvith OMSO. The product 
vvas spotted onto anlino-silane coated slides (Corning Incorporated) vvith designed 
progranl . The dots vvere in the fornlat of triplicate ailning to nlininlize the standard 
deviation of experilnent. 
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Figure 2.1 The pattern of 504 clones in 384-well microplate. The EST clones were 
PCR amplified and purified by Arraylt® purification system, and eluted in 0.1 X TE 
buffer and vacuum dried and resuspended in 10 |LI1 of deionized water. Spotting 
primordium EST microarray chips were based on the complied programmed which 
arranged the clones in systematical order which could be traced. 
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2. 2. 3 Screening of the Differentially Expressed Genes in Dikaryons by 
Primordium Microarray 
2. 2. 3. 1 Mycelium Cultivation and Preparation of Total RNA 
Mycelia of dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A & B of Lentinula edodes strain L54 
were cultivated in potato dextrose agar at 25"C in the darkness. The mycelia were 
harvested for total R N A extraction after one month of cultivation. Total R N A was 
extracted using TRI R E A G E N T ® (Molecular Research Centre, Inc). TRi R E A G E N T ® is 
a ready to use chemical includes phenol and guanidine thiocyanate in a mono-phase 
solution. All instrument contacting mycelium were treated to make sure nuclease free. 
Motar, pestle, and spatula were packed with aluminum foil and baked at 250"C for 6 
hours, and chilled at —20"C for further use. Chemicals, including ultra-pure water, 
sodium citrate and sodium chloride, were treated with diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) to 
kill the nuclease. For homogenization, myceliuin was grinded in a frozen mortar with 
liquid nitrogen, then use spatula to transfer 0. Ig of powder mycelium quickly into 
micro-centrifugal tube with 1 ml of TRI R E A G E N ® . Immediate vortex for 15 minutes 
was used to allow the complete dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes. Centrifuge the 
homogenate at 12000 X g for 10 minutes. Transfer the supernatant to a new 
micro-centrifugal tube and supplemented with 0.2 ml of chloroform. Shaked 
vigorously for 15 seconds, the mixture was stored at room temperature for 2-15 minutes 
and centrifuged at 12000 X g for 15 minutes at 4()C. Following centrifugation, the 
mixture separates into a lower red, phenol-chloroform phase, interphase, and the 
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colorless upper aqueous phase. R N A remained exclusively in the aqueous phase 
whereas D N A and protein were in interphase and organic phase. For R N A 
precipitation, transferred the aqueous phase into a micro-centrifugal tube. The R N A 
was precipitated by mixing isopropanol, sodium citrate and sodium chloride with the 
aqueous layer. The samples was then stored at room temperature for 8 minutes and 
centrifuged at 12000 X g for 10 inhiLites at 4()C. The supernatant was discarded and the 
R N A pellet was washed with 70% ethanol by votexing with subsequent centrifugation at 
7500 X g for 5 minutes at 4"C. Discarded the supernatant, allowed the pellet subjected 
to dryness at room temperature. Ultra-pure water treated with D E P C was added to 
dissolve the pellet at 65''C for 10 minutes。 The quality and quantity of extracted R N A 
was measured with spectrophotometry (GenQuant, PharmaciaBio). 
The isolated R N A s were checked by running denatured gel electrophoresis. Two 
micro-gram of R N A sample was firstly mixed with 10 X M O P S (3-[n-fvlorpholino: 
propanesulfonate). 37% formaldehyde, form amide and DEPC-treated ultra-pure water to 
a final volume of 17 ul. The R N A mixture was incubated at 55()C for 25 minutes for 
denaturation. The denatured R N A was proceeded to gel electrophoresis in 1 X M O P S . 
Normalization of the total R N A s of dikaryon and monokaryons were done by the 
spectrophotometry and denatured gel electrophoresis. 
2. 2. 3. 2 cDNA synthesis and labeling 
Two micro-gram of total R N A of dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B were 
used to synthesize and label c D N A by using T S A ™ Labeling and Detection Kit 
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I 
( M I C R O M A X ™ , N E N ® Life Science Products, Inc.). Firstly, labeled two PGR tubes 
with FL and Biotin. following added 2 ug of total R N A of of L54 and A/B into the PGR, 
1 of Reaction Mix Concentrate, 1 X ].i\ fluorescein or biotin nucleotide, and 
Rnase-free H 2 0 were added to the P G R tube to make total volume of 20 LI1. Denatured 
any secondary structure in the R N A by incubating the tubes at 65()C for i 0 minutes. 
The reactions were cooled to room temperature for 5 minutes to anneal the primers to 
the R N A template. The tubes then wanned to 42()C for 2 minutes and the following 
chemicals were added subsequently with gentle mixing: 10 X RT reaction buffer, then 
A M Y RT/Rnase Inhibitor. The mixtures then continuing incubated at 42()C for 60 
minutes. The labeling reactions were cooled to 4()C for 5 minutes, and stopped by 
adding 2.5 E D T A (0.5 M, pH 8), 2.5 of freshly prepared N a O H (ION) was added 
to initiate hydrolysis. After hydrolysis, the reactions were incubated at 65()C for 30 
minutes. The incubation time should not exceed 30 minutes. The reaction tubes 
cooled to 4()C for 5 minutes and 6.5 )LLI of Tri-HCl (1M, pH 7.5) was added to neutralize 
the reaction. 
2. 2. 3.3 cDNA purification 
It was critical to purify the labeled c D N A probes. The kit suggested two 
purification protocols, namely, Milipore Microcon Y M — 100 Centrifugal Filter Unit and 
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) precipitation. Isopropyl alcohol precipitation protocol was chose 
as the required instruments were available in our laboratory. In purification, fluorescent 
and biotin labeled c D N A probes should be purified in separate tubes using the same 
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protocol. Firstly, transferred the 36 of labeled probes separately into two 
micro-centrifugal tubes and added 2.7 )LL1 of 5 M ammonium acetate, mixed well followed 
by adding 3 1 )LL1 of 100 % IPA. The mixtures were vortex and incubated at 4()C for 30 
minutes. After precipitating, the micro-centrifugal tubes were centrifuged to produce 
pellet at 10，000 X g for 15 minutes at 4()C。 The supernatant should be carefully 
removed as much as possible. The pellets were washed twice with 100 of 70% 
ethanol (Add 7 0 % ethanol, vortexed, centrifuged at 4"C for 10 minutes and removed the 
supernatant as much as possible. The pellets were bought to dryness without heat in a 
vacuum (Savant Speed Vac) for 5-8 minutes. 
2. 2. 3. 4 Probe Storage Conditions 
For long term probe storage, resuspended the labeled probe in 20 \.i\ TE buffer (10 
in Mi Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. 1 m M EDTA). Removed 1 of each labeling reaction and 
added into 9 TE (10 m M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 m M EDTA) to begin the serial dilutions 
for the c D N A analysis step (2. 2. 3. 5). The remaining labeled probes were stored at 
-20"C. They were not combined until after the c D N A analysis was performed. 
For immediate probe use, each labeled pellets were resuspended in 20 JLLI of 
hybridization buffer (Q).- The mixtures standed for 10 minutes at room temperature 
without occasional mixing. Each labeling reaction was pipetted out 1 \.i\ and added 9 
III of TE buffer (10 m M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 m M EDTA) to begin the serial dilutions for 
the c D N A analysis step. The remaining labeled probes were stored at -20"C. 
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2. 2. 3. 5 cDNA analysis 
All the semi-quantitative, membrane-based colorimetric analysis in this step was 
required for all labeled c D N A samples so that downstream hybridization and detection 
procedures could be carried out using qualified starting material. TN-based buffers (i.e. 
with and without blocking reagent) were prepared and ensured that they were cooled to 
room temperature before starting the procedure. 10% of Bovine Serum Albumin was 
added into cooled blocking buffer. Perform all procedural steps at room temperature. 
W h e n handled the GeneScreen membrane, worn gloves were required and used plastic 
forceps. 
Serial dilutions of the fluorescent Control c D N A (AA) and the Biotin Control 
c D N A (G) was prepared in DNase- and RNase- free tubes, 2 ]LL1 of each Control c D N A 
was added into 18 f.il of TE buffer (10 inM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, I m M EDTA) in 1:10 
dilution. T w o fold serial dilutions. 1:20，1:40, 1:80, were prepared from 1:10 dilution 
by adding 5 into 5 \.i\ of TE buffer. Separate 1:10 dilution of fluorescent and biotin 
labeled c D N A probes were also prepared in DNase- and RNase-free tubes by adding 1 
of probes into 9 )ul of TE buffer (10 inM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 m M EDTA). T w o fold 
serial dilutions, 1:20. 1:40，1:80，were prepared from 1:10 dilution by adding 5 )LL1 into 5 
jjj of T E buffer. GeneScreen membrane with 8 cm X 8 cm size were divided into four 
2 cm X 8 cm areas with a pencil and clean ruler. Four areas in the membrane were 
marked as ‘‘test” or “control” fluorescent and ‘‘test” or "control" biotin. Each 
successive dilution was pipetted out 1 and spotted onto the GeneScreen memebrane, 
in rows of duplication. Make sure that the pipet tip did not touch the membrane. The 
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GeneScreen membrane was allowed to air dry at room temperature. The edge of the 
membrane was dipped and wetted in appropriately 10 ml 2 X SSC, and made sure the 
spotted portion of membrane did not submerge into the salt. The membrane was then 
placed on filter paper or paper towel. U V fixed the c D N A spots to membrane by 
cross-linking in a St rata linker (automatic cross link program: 1200 X 102 microjoules; 
Stratagene, La Jolla. CA). The entire membrane was placed into a plastic pouch using 
a plastic forceps, and added 3.5 ml of T N Blocking Buffer containing 10 % goat serum 
(TNB-G). The pouch was heated to seal without any bubbles in the punch. The 
membrane was incubated in the pouch for 30 minutes with gentle agitation using an 
orbital shaker (Roto Shake Genie) Conjugate solution was prepared by adding 20 
each of Anti-FL-HRP Conjugate (Z) and Streptavidin-HRP conjugate (J) into 3.5 ml of 
T N B - G Blocking Buffer. The conjugate solution should be used within 10 minutes of 
preparation. The plastic pouch was opened and T N B - G was poured out, and made sure 
there was no excess liquid in the pouch bag. The entire conjugate solution was added 
to the pouch, and pressed out the bubbles and heated seal. The membrane in the pouch 
was then incubated for 30 minutes with gentle agitation. Then plastic pouch was cut 
and used plastic forceps to remove membrane that was quickly replaced into a clean dish 
containing at least 20 ml of T N T Buffer. The membrane was washed in the clean dish 
4 times. In each washing, the membrane was washed for 5 minutes with vigorous 
agitation and with replacement of 20 ml of T N T Buffer. Then prepared 4 C N Plus 
Diluent working solution by adding 1 ml of 4CN Plus Diluent (BB) into 9 ml of 
double-distilled water. Added 200 \.i\ of 4 C N Plus Substrate (CC) to the working 
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Diluent solution to prepare the 4 C N Plus working reagent. The working reagent was 
then spread over the membrane using quickly pipetting. The membrane was further 
incubated in a covered container for 30 minutes. All three-probe spots should be 
visible after incubation. 
2. 2. 3. 6 Microarray hybridization 
If the c D N A analysis performed above was good, combined the florescent and 
biotin labeled c D N A probes (38 j-il total) in a DNase-and RNase-free P G R tube. The 
labeled c D N A probe mixture was denatured at 90"C for 2 minutes. The condensate 
was spun down to ensure full volume recovery. 
After the probe denaturizing, the probes were used to hybridize onto the 
primordium EST microarray chip. 
* R \ I 
Before hybridization, the hybridization cassette and lid (ArrayIt ' ) were rinsed 
with distilled water, and made sure that salt crystals and other contaminants had been 
removed. Gloves must be worn at all times during this process, as hand oils, nucleases 
and other contaminants could interfere with the hybridization reaction, which proceeded 
in a 10 urn layer between the microarray chip and cover slip. After rinsing, the cassette 
chamber was dried and lid thoroughly with paper towels. Prior to use the hybridization 
cassette, made sure that the flexible rubber gasket was seated evenly in gasket channel. 
The gasket must be evenly seated in the gasket chamber to prevent leaks between the 
chamber and lid. Before inserting the microarray slide into the cassette chamber, added 
each 30 )LL1 OF 2 X SSC to each grooves inside the cassette chamber. The SSC added 
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was to create a humid environment which prevented evaporation of the hybridization 
solution between the microarray slide and cover slip during the hybridization reaction. 
After adding SSC into the cassette chamber, inserted the microarray slide with the 
reactive of the microarray facing upwards. The slide should be seated evenly on the 
base of the cassette. Cover slip with larger diiiiensions than the spotted microarray was 
used. The size of the cover slip should exceed the hybridization region of interest by 4 
m m in each dimension. Cover slips was cleaned thoroughly with 70% ethanol and rinsed 
extensively with distilled water. After washing and rinsing, cover slips was be dried 
thoroughly with delicate paper wipes (e.g. Kimwipes) and inspected to make sure they 
are clean and free of dust and other debris. Place the cleaned cover slip over the 
spotted microarray. Using a pipette, slowly applied labeled c D N A probe mixture to the 
slide of cover slip. The liquid speeded evenly across the area between the inside of the 
cover slip and the array matrix. Once the cover slip was placed onto the microarray 
surface, the clear plastic cassette lid was placed on top of the cassette chamber so that 
the four sealing screws align with the threaded holes in the cassette base. Once the 
hybridization Cassette containing the microarray was sealed properly, submerged the 
cassette into a water bath incubator set at 65"C for 16 hours. Once the microarray was 
placed inside the hybridization cassette, kept the cassette facing upwards to prevent any 
interference to move the cassette. 
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2. 2. 3. 7 Stringency washes 
o ^ 
Removed The hybridization cassette from the incubation chamber, unvvouncled the 
four screws of the lid. and the microarray slide attaching cover slip placed into 50 ml of 
conical tube containing 30 ml washing solution of 0.5 X SSC and 0.01 % SDS. The 
cover slip was slicled off from the microarray slide under its weight, then the placed the 
50 ml conical tube vertically. The slide was removed and placed in a new conical tube 
with the same washing solution as previous. The 50 ml conical tube containing the 
microarray slide was placed on orbital shaker (Roto-Shake Genie) for 5 minutes washing 
with gentle agitation. The microarray slide was washed in 30 ml of 0.06 X SSC, 0.01 
% S D S and 30 ml of 0.06 X SSC with gentle agitation for 5 minutes and 2 minutes 
respectively. 
2. 2. 3. 8 Detection with TSA 
All the reagents used in this step were prepared immediately before use. All 
detection steps were preformed at room temperature, as lower temperatures can result in 
precipitation of reagents. All T S A incubation steps were done in a covered container 
with flat，damp blotting paper under the slide, without agitation. Failure to use a 
humidified chamber could lead to drying of the slide and resulted in increased 
background. All microarray incubation steps were performed by pipeting specified 
solutions directly onto the microarray matrix and incubated the slide out of direct light. 
The microarray area was completely covered with reagents during incubation. All T S A 
detection washes were done with agitation to reduce background. These were clone in 
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50 ml capped conical tubes. 
After the stringency wash, the microarray was precede to blocking step 
immediately. The microarray was incubated with 600 |LI1 of T N B - I O % Bovine Serum 
Albumin Buffer for 10 minutes. The slide was rinsed in 30 ml of T N T buffer for 1 
minute with agitation. The microarray was incubated with 300- of Anti-FL-HRP 
Conjugate Solution for 10 minutes and rinsed for three times for 1 minute in 30 ml of 
T N T Buffer with agitation. After the introduction of HRP, an introduction of Cyanine 
3 Tyramide followed. The microarray was incubated with 300 ]LL1 of Cyanine 3 Tyramide 
Solution for 10 minutes. Then microarray was rinsed three times for 5 minutes in 
each washing in 30 ml of T N T buffer with agitation. In H R P inactivation, the 
microarray was incubated with 300 jul of H R P Inactivation Solution for 10 minutes. 
The microarray was then rinsed for three times for 1 minute in 30 ml of T N T buffer with 
agitation. After washing, microarray was incubated with 300 Streptavidin-HRP 
Conjugate Solution for 10 minutes. Then microarray was washed three times for 1 
minute in 30 ml of T N T Buffer with agitation, and followed by incubating with 300 jul 
Cyanine 5 Tyramide Solution for 10 minutes. It was then rinsed for three times for 5 
minutes in 30 ml of T N T Buffer with agitation, and finally washed for 1 minute in 30 ml 
of 0.06 X SSC with aizitation. 
The slide was placed in a 50 ml conical tube and spun using a swinging bucket 
rotor ( E p p e n d o r f f M 5710) at 1500 X g for 1 minute. 
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from non-saturated ones. 
Figure 2.2 The ScanArray palette consistes of a set of colors. The colors are 
determined by linearly interpolating between the red, green and blue values 
assigned to “Color Nodes". The palette viewer allows user to select of modify 
the mapping between fluorescence intensities and colors displayed on the monitor. 
These mappings are referred to as "false color palettes." 
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2.3.1 Alnplification of prinl0rciium ESTs 
Prinlorciiunl ESTs \vere alnplified by PlatinLllTITaq@ \vhich can preve nt unspecific 
binding of DNA tenlplate during peR anlplification. Eve ry EST clone \vas exalTIined 
to nlake sure single' insert anlplification, one distinctive band \vas observed after agarose 
gel electrophoresis. Totally 484 clones 'vvere aITIplitied and all of the!TI sho \ved single 
inseli in each clone . Gel electrophoresis of EST clone alTIplification is sho \vn in Figure 
2.4. 
2.3.2 Purification of peR products 
All the peR products 'vvere purified by Arraylt@. After purification. peR products 
'vvere randOlTIly selected to run gel electrophoresis to check the quantity and qualification 
of the pe R product. The quantify range of peR product 'vvere bet\veen 0.3 
ug/ul - 0.7ug/ul , and ratio of absorbance of 260/280 \vas between 1.4 - 1.5. The 




Figure 2.4. I % Agarose gel electrophoresis of PGR product amplified by Platinum 
Taq® t.ciq. Polymerase which prevent unspecific binding. 48 of 484 EST clones were 
amplified using T3 and T7 as screening primers. After amplification, the clones 
P C R product were purified and dotted on microarray chips. 
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2.3.3 Data Analysis of Microarray Data 
2.3.3.1 Generation of Primordium E S T Microarray Image for analysis 
After hybridization, the single glass chip with primordium ESTs onto it was 
scanned by laser to generate images of cy3 and cy5 labeled probes. Dikaryon L54 
labeled with cy5 image was composite with the monokaryon A and B cy3. And 
monokaryons A and B were used acted as the control images. In the image, green 
spots indicating the clone highly expressed in dikaryon L54, while red spot indicate the 
clonse highly expressed in monokaryon A. And the yellow spots were the clones 
equally expressed at similar levels in dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B. After 
normalization, a scatter plot graph was generated to view spot intensity two channels at a 
time. 
Two-fold difference was the upper threshold while 0.5 was the lower threshold. 
Red spots above the line indicating the clones were highly expressed in dikaryon L54 
while those below the line were highly expressed in monokaryons A and B. The grey 
spots were considered not differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A 
and B. 
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Figure 2.5 The composite image of cy3 - A and cy5 - L54 in primordium 
EST microarray hybridization. O Green spot indicating the clone highly 
differentially expressed in dikaryon L54. * Red spot indicating the clone highly 
expressed in monokaryon A. \\f Yellow spot indicating the clone both in dikaryon 
and monokaryon A was expressed equally. 
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2.3.3.2 Normalization of the Data 
The captured images were analyzed by software build-in with scanner. Before 
staring the data analysis, a protocol was created to specify the diameter of the spots, the 
array patterns, the grid elasticity, spot elasticity and space of spots. Spot elasticity allow 
the rigid roundness of each spot. The control image loaded .to set as the reference image, 
in this case, monokaryons A and B was selected as the control images. The control 
images composited with the images in interested, in this experiment, dikaryon L54 was 
selected as the sample image. The location of the spots in each array was specified and 
the pattern of array was also edited to make sure the location of each spot in sample 
image was corresponding to control image. With the input of primordium EST 
database, data was generated based on the fluorescent intensity excited by the laser in 
scanner. 
The raw intensity of each spot need to be normalized in both sample and control 
images. Normalization has three options. In the normalization, the normalized 
intensity for each spot was calculated by the following equation: a) calculated the total 
intensity (“) of all spots in the imgae via equation 1 : “ = Z (la-Ib), where la was 
measured intensity for each spot and lb was the backgroun intensity for the spot, b) 
calculated the Normalization Factor (N。）for each channel using equation 2: Nc2 == hz^ hc 
where “2 vvas the total intensity for sample channel and Itc was the total intensity for the 
control channel., c) calculated the Normalized Intensity of a data point (I,-,) using 
equation 3: In 二 la (N。:). 
After image capture, the total intensity of of monokaryon A (control image) and 
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dikaryon L54 (sample image) were 21342158 and 34941288 respectively The 
normalization factor for dikaryon L54 was 1.64. In comparison of L54 with B, the 
total intensities of L54 and B were 18545003 and 33446940 respectively. And the 
normalization factor of L54 was 1.80. 
The primordium EST were previously functionally categorized by our formal 
labmates using the database of iutn：/-\\'Avvv.riai\orii/tdh/cL:ad/cea(.i.sl'iriTii. 
Tre are totally 328 clones selected for analysis with clearly functional categorized. 
In comparison of dikaryon L54 with monokaryon A, 16% of 328 unique primordium 
EST showed above two-fold expression ratio. When dikaryon L54 compared with 
monokaryon with B, 20.4% of 328 unique primordium EST shown differentially 
expressed with larger than two-fold expression ratio. 
From the scatterplot (Figure 2.8), the red dots located above the scatter plot 
represent the genes upregulated in L54 which showed differentially expressed in A. 
There are more red dots located above the scatter plot but less dots located below the 
plot. This plot implied that there are more dots represented in up-regulated genes of 
dikaryon when compared with A, and more differentially expressed genes in dikaryon 
L54. From Figure 2.9, there are similar pattern in the comparison of L54 and B that are 
more genes regulated in L54. 
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Table 2.1 The expression range of 328 EST clones of dikaryon L54 compared with 
m o n o k a r y o n A and B in Microarray screening. 
Expression ratio* ^ J 1-1.9 2-3.9 M Total 
Number of c D N A clones (L54/A) 1 13 166 44 5 ' 328 
Number of c D N A clones (L54/B) 9 165 58 9 328 
Percentage (%) (L54/A)a 34. 50.6 13.5 1.5 100 
Percentage (%) (L54/B)b 29. 50.3 17.7 2.7 100 
Note: 
* After normalization, two-fold intensity ratio were regarded as differentially expressed 
in dikaryon L54 when compared with monokaryons A an B 
a. The number of c D N A EST clones were counted by the ratio of intensity of L54 over 
intensity of A after microarray analysis. 
b. The number of c D N A EST clones were counted by the ratio of intensity of L54 over 
intensity of B after microarray analysis 
c. The percentage of clones in different expression ratio of L54 compared with A 
d. The percentage of clones in different expression ratio of L54 compared with B 
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The of expression ratio rangeof 328 EST clones of dikaryon L54 
compared with parental monokaryons A and B 
160 ll '：| ‘邏I  
•I 100 - r i i - f i —  
1 6 0 - i P l J — O T " 1 
0 L t I 肩 I , � 1 �I M 國 I r - T T - e g L ； “ H N u m b e r o f c D N A 
<1 1-1.9 2-3.9 >4 c lones ( L 5 4 / A ) 
EJ N u m b e r o f c D N A 
Expression Ratio clones ( L 5 4 / B ) 
Figure 2.6 The range of expression ratio 328 primordium E S T clones of dikaryon L54 
compared with parental monokaryons A and B 
Table 2.2 The percentage of expression ratio of dikaryon L54 compared with 
monokaryons A and B  
Expression ratio* ^ 1-1.9 2-3.9 ^ Total 
Percentage (%) (L54/A)a 34.4 50.6 13.5 1.5 100 
Percentage (%) (L54/B)b 29.3 50.3 17.7 2.7 100 
Note. 
*. After normalization, two-fold intensity ratio were regarded as differentially 
expressed in dikaryon L54 when compared with monokaryons A an B 
a The percentage of clones in different expression ratio of L54 compared with A 
b The percentage of clones in different expression ratio of L54 compared with B 
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expression ratio clones of L54/A 
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Figure 2.7 Distribution of the different expression ratio of dikaryon L54 
compared with monokaryon A 
Percentage (%) of clones in different range of 
expression ratio of L54/B 
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Figure 2.8 Distribution of the different expression ratio of 
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Figure 2.10 The scatter plot was generated to view spot intensity two channels at 
a time. Two was the upper threshold while 0.5 was the lower threshold. The plot 
showed a 1: 1 identical line. Red spots above the plot indicating the clones were 
highly expressed in dikaryon L54 while those below the plot were highly expressed 
in monokaryon B. The grey spots were considered not differentially expressed in 
dikaryon and monokaryons. 
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2.3.3.3. Transciption Profile of Dikaryon compared "vith Monokaryon 
In these prilTIordiulTI EST database, 0.61 % involved in cell 
division, 3.350/0 involved in cell signaling, 4.57% involved in cell 
structure, 0.31 % involved in cell transport, 4.270/0 involved in cell or 
organiSlTI defense , 5.180/0 in RNA synthesis, 25.3 % in protein synthesis , 
13.40/0 in lTIetabolislTI and 42.990/0 were unclassified. The categories are 
showed in Table 2.3 
Table 2.3 SlUTImary of the defined categories of prilTIordium EST 
Categories Number of EST Percentage 
1. Cell Division 2 0.61 % 
2. Cell signaling 11 3.35% 
3. Cell Structure 15 4.570/0 
4. Cell Transport 1 0.31 0/0 
S. Cell/Organisn1 Defense 14 4.270/0 
6. RNA Synthesis 17 5.18% 
7. Protein Synthesis 83 25.300/0 
8. Metabolism 44 13.40% 
9. Unclassified 141 42.990/0 
Total 328 1000/0 
The expression patterns of primordium EST of dikaryon LS4 are shovvn in 
Table 2.4. All the expression ratios of Dikaryon LS4 con1pared with nlonokaryons 
A and B in primordium EST unique clones were summaried and categorized. 
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2.3.3.4. Differentitally Expression of Dikaryon L54 
Comparison of L54 \vith A 
After background subtracted and normalized for the t1uorescent intensity, 
EST clones with equal or above two-fold intensity were considered as differentially 
expressed in either dikaryon L54 or n10nokaryons A and B Fron1 the result shown 
in Table 2.5, 1110st of the differentially expressed genes were unclassitied. Other 
then the unclassified ESTs, there was high proportion of ESTs related to lTIetabolism 
(12.240/0) and riboson1al protein (16.320/0). others vvere related to cell signaling, cell 
structure, cell division, gene expression and stress response. 
Comparison of L54 \vith B 
Fron1 the result in table 2.6, dikaryon L54 in B shown totally 64 EST clones 
differentially expressed. Apart frOlTI unclassified protein (39%) and ribosolTIal 
protein ( 170/0), n10st of then1 vvere related metabolislTI and cell structure. Others 
were involved in cell signaling, cell transport, cell/organislTI defense, stress response, 
protein synthesis and RNA synthesis. 
Differentially Expression of Dikaryon L54 in Both Monokaryons A and B 
Most of the differentially expressed genes of dikaryon L54 in lTIonokaryons A 
and B were involved in n1etabolisn1 (23.80/0), cell structure (14.290/0) and ribosomal 
protein (190/0). Others vvere involved in cell signaling, stress response, gene 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For many years, molecular the analysis aimed for one or a few genes at a time. 
Techniques relied on the use of nucleic acid probes, such as in situ hybridization. 
Northern blotting, Riiase protection and so on; or antibody probes, such as 
immunocytochemistry and Western blotting. The availability of genome 
information and the parallel development of microarray technology have provided 
the means to perform global analyses of the expression of thousands of genes in a 
single assay (Eiseii et al., 1999). 
In L. edodes, fruiting body can only develop from secondary mycelium, the 
dikaryotic mycelium. The factors govern the growth of dikaryon and trigger it to 
the initition of fruit body development are the fundamental interests to get better 
understanding of the fruiting process. Diaryons have two nuclei in each hyphae cell, 
and monokaryons have only one single nucleus in the cell. Dikaryon L54 differ from 
its parental monokaryons A and B in morphology, grown rate and hyphae intensity. 
Dikaryon L54 grows much faster than its parents A and B。 Comparison of the gene 
expression pattern between dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B can give out 
transcriptional diffences between them. 
With the availability of primordial E S T in our laboratory, it facilitates the 
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screening of differentially expressed genes in dikaryon. Microarray provide high 
throughput technology, which facilitate screening the differentially expressed genes 
in dikaryon compared with monokaryon A and B simultaneously. 
Deviation of hybridization may raise due to the high sensitify of fluorescent 
labeled cy-3 and cy-5 probes. In order to minimize the deviation of hybridization 
signal, each unique EST clones were amplified and dotted on microarray chips in 
triple set. And result showed that three sets of data in single microarray chip were 
consistent. 
Data analysis of microarray is the critical process which determine the data 
reliability. Critical process including the image capturing, normalization, and 
background subtraction。 In the image capture process, fluorescent probes cy3 and 
cy5 were excited by different wavelengths. The power of laser excitement may 
difference in two tluorescent probes, thus overall intensities are different. The 
overall intensities of L54 and A were 34941286 and 21342158 respectively, and the 
33446940 in L54 and 18545003 in B in another microarray chip. The difference in 
intensity was due to the different laser power emitted. Thus normalization factor 
should be used to normalize both total intensities to be equal. The normalization 
factors are 1.16 in dikaryon L54 and 1 in A, and in another chip, normalization 
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factors were 1.80 and 1 in L54 and B respectively. Before normalization to total 
intensity, each spot in the microarray chip was background subtracted in both chip. 
The total intensities of diakaryon L54 in two chips when compared with monokaryon 
A and monokaryon B should be expectively equal, because of the same sample 
provided. But, in these two hybridization processes, the total intensities of L54 in 
two chips were different. This difference is due to the power of laser emitted, the 
stronger power emitted, the higher excitement of the fluorescent probes, and the 
higher the intensities. 
Genes with two-folding intensity were considered to be differentially expressed. 
In monokaryon A, dikaryon L54 showed 16% of unique ESTs differentially 
expressed。 In monokaryon B, dikaryon L54 showed 20.4% of unique ESTs 
differentially expressed. From the percentage difference between dikaryon L54 in 
monokaryons A and B respectively, there is higher similarity between dikaryon L54 
with monokaryon A. Monokaryon B with dikaryon L54 showed a large deviation 
in gene expression profile. 
There were totally 33 genes out of 328 showed both up-regulated in dikaryon 
L54 when compared with monokaryons A and B. These genes are involved in ceil 
signaling (4.76%), cell structure (14.29%), gene expression (4.76%), and metabolism 
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(23.8%). In cell signaling. ADP-Ribosylation factor was found differentially 
expressed in dikaryon L54. Adenosine diphosphate (ADP) ribosylation factor is a 
small GTP-binding protein remarkable for its ability to influence both vesicular 
trafficking and actin cytoskeletal remodeling in mammalian cells. Initially implicated 
ill the regulation of the endocytic pathway, demonstrated a role for A R F 6 in 
regulated secretion; moreover, A R F 6 (ADP) appears to play a role in a recycling 
pathway in which membrane from an endosomal-like compartment is translocated to 
the cell surface (Caumont et al.，1998; Caumont et al., 2000; D'Souza-Schorey et al., 
1995; D'Souza-Schorey et al., 1998; Peters et al., 1995; Radhalcrishna et al., 1997， 
Galas et al., 1997). The function of Arf has been characterized in yeast. Arts are 
best known as regulators of intracellular membrane traffic, apparently controlling the 
assembly and disassembly of vesicle coat proteins (Donaldson et al.. 1994). S. 
cerevisiae gene GCSl encodes an ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF) GTPase-activating 
protein (GAP) protein required for secretion, the absence of which may disable the 
function of membrane proteins, suggesting that ADP-ribosylation factor may play a 
role in secretion of proteins. 
Cell structure related genes including 24ka intrinsic membrane protein, alpha 
tubulin and proline-rich protein (extensin) were differentially expressed in dikaryon 
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L54. The first fungal tubulin gene was identified as a result of selection for 
resistance to benzimidazole agents, such as benomyl, which prevent or disrupt the 
polymerization of tubulin. This gene, benA {benomyl-resistant A), was found in A. 
ni dill cms and encodes -tubulin (Sheir-Neiss et al., 1978). Benomyl-resistant 
mutants have also been important for implicating microtubule functions in mitosis 
and in nuclear migration in fungi (Oakley et al., 1981). After the characterization of 
benA mutants, ix-tubulin was then identified as a protein that interacts genetically 
with P' -tubulin (Morris et al., 1979), by selecting for mutations that allowed 
temperature-sensitive {is) benA mutants to grow at the non-permissive temperature. 
Thereafter, v -tubulin was designated after identified a cold-sensitive allele of rnipA 
(microtubule-interacting protein A), which encoded a previously unknown member 
of the tubulin superfamily (Weil et al., 1986; Oakley et al., 1989). This protein is now 
known to nucleate microtubule assembly at microtubule-organizing centres and 
centrioie. Dikaryon L54 up-regulate the gene encoding tubulin, may account for 
the high hyphal growth rate which required more raw materials for the structures of 
hyphae. Another structural protein, extensin also was identified highly expressed in 
dikaryon. Extensins contain Ser-Hyp4 pentapeptide repeats, which are 
glycosylatedby galactose andarabinosyl side chains (Wilson and Fry 1986). Extensin 
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gene expressionis inducedor up-regulatedin tissues under tensile stress 
(Shirsat et al., 1996). strong mechanical pressure (Keller and Lamb 1989), upon 
wounding (Wycoff et al.. 1995), and pathogen infection (Garcia-Muniz et al. 1998). 
Subsequent protein iiisoliibilization has been interpreted as a mechanism to 
strengthen the cell wall in which an increased resistance is required (Fry et al., 1986). 
Extensins might also be more generally involved in plant development as regulators 
of cell wall expansion (Carpita and Gibeaut 1993) or as linkers between the cell wall 
and the plasma membrane (Knox 1995), Extensin also identified in tomato with 
probably function in cell defense (Brownleader et al., 1995). Extensin has not been 
identified in filamentous fungi, its function involved still remain mysterious in L. 
edodes. Yet, based on the information came from plant and hair, extensin may play 
a role in cell structure of mycelium when enable high growth rate of dikaryon. 
Metabolism related genes include glyoxylate pathway regulator, thioredoxin II, 
prostacyclin synthase. N A D H ubiquinone oxidoreductase complex and esteras were 
found differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 when compared with its parents 
monokaryons A and B. Glyoxylate pathway purposely to allow organisms to convert 
fat to glucose by bypassing CO2 generating reactions of the citric acid cycle. It 
aims at generating more energy by breaking down fat into glucose in metabolism. 
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Glyoxylate pathway was recently found to be crucial to the survival of 
tuberculosis-causing bacteria. Mycobacterium tuberculosis inside cells fiVIcKinney et 
al.. 2000). Thioredoxin (TRX) is a small peptide containing a redox active center. S. 
cerevisiae has two T R X genes, TRXI and TRX2. Expression of the latter is regulated 
by Yaplp, a transcriptional factor critical for oxidative stress response (Izawa et al., 
1999). Thioredoxin may involve in energy breakdown in dikaryon. The N A D H : 
ubiquinone oxidoreductase Complex I, provides the input to the respiratory chain 
from the NAD-linked dehydrogenases of the citric acid cycle. The complex couples 
the oxidation of N A D H and the reduction of ubiquinone, to the generation of a 
proton gradient that is then used for A T P synthesis. The complex occurs in the 
mitochondria of eukaiyotes and in the plasma membranes of purple photosynthetic 
bacteria, and the closely related respiratory bacteria (Weiss et al., 1991). Esterase 
presents in fungi, A. niger (Linden et al., 1994), S. commune (Haigasova et al., 1994), 
and Trichoderma reesei (Poutanen et al., 1990). Esterase functions at cleaving the 
ester bond of hemicellulose of energy production. 
From the identified differentially expressed in dikaryon, most of them related to 
metabolism and cell structure. W e can proposed that the high growth rate of 
dikaryon is due to its high metabolic rate function by the metabolic related enzymes. 
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Cell structure components also highly produced in dikaryon. The cell hyphae 
structure make up in dikaryon may different from the monokaryon which enable the 
high growth rate of hypae. Functional studies on the identified genes differentially 
expressed in dikaryon need to be carried out to get a better piture of the difference 
between monokaryons and trigger the fruiting development consequently. 
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Chapter Three Enrichment of Genes with Differentially Expression 
in Dikaryons by Construction of Full-length 
Subtractive Library 
3.1 Introduction of Subtraction Cloning 
The gene expression profile of dikaryotic mycelium of L. edodes cultured in 
agar plate has not yet been identified. In basidiomycetes, dikaryotic mycelium is 
the essential stage for fruiting body initiation, only this stage can trigger the fruiting 
process that monokaryon cannot play a directly role within. The more gene 
expression information provided for the development of dikaryotic mycelium, the 
more information we can understand the fruiting process. The parents, monokaryons 
A and B both are morphoiobically different from that of the dikaryon L54. 
Identification of the diffentially expressed genes in dikaryon L54 with monokaryons 
A and B can give the gene expression information of the difference. Consititutively 
expressed genes in monokaryons A and B and dikaryon L54 were eliminated by 
subtraction, and enriched the differentially expressed genes in dikaryons. 
Subtractive cloning has been applied to many organisms and has been a 
powerful tool to identify and isolate c D N A s of differentially expressed genes. 
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There are several cDNA subtraction methods have been reported. Generally, 
subtractive cloning, take use a process called driver excess hybridization. Nucleic 
acid from which wants to isolate differentially expressed sequences (tracer), is 
hybridized to complementary nucleic acid that is believed to lack sequences of 
interest, called driver. The unhybridized fractions are then separated from 
hybridized fraction. The unhybridized fraction is the target nucleic acids of interested. 
The unhybridized faction are coupled with certain chemicals, such as hydroxylapatite 
chromatography (Britten et al., 1974; Timberlake et al., 1980; Bernadi et al., 1971; 
Davis et al., 1984), avidin-biotin binding (Dugiiin et al., 1990; Sargent et al., 1983; 
Davis et al.,1984). biotinylation and streptavidin (Cyvanen et al., 1988; Sive et al., 
1989), chemical cross-linking (2,5 diaziridinyl-1,4-benzoquione cross links G C 
hybrids, rendering them inaccessible to polymerases) (Hampson et al., 1992; Ddavis 
et al., 1984), driver immobilization (immobilized driver hybridizes to and traps 
c o m m o n tracer sequnences) (Scott et al., 1983; Vitek et al., 1981; Hara et al., 1991; 
Rodriguez et al., 1992; Marechal et al., 1993), and restriction enzyme digestion 
(Hybrids of tracer and driver D N A cleaved by frequent cutting restriction enzymes) 
(Rivolta et al., 1995). Most of these methods are inefficient for obtaining low 
abundance transcripts, require large amount of poly(A)+ R N A , involve multiple or 
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repeated subtraction steps, and are labor intensive. They have advantages in 
obtaining full length poly(A)+ R N A , efficient, simple preparation and recycling A 
new approached on PCR-based subtraction method, called suppression siibtractive 
hybridization (SSH) also demonstrate its efficiency. SSH is used to selectively 
amplify target differentially expressed genes and simultaneously suppress non-target 
D N A amplification. But it only generates short fragment ranging from 200-600bp, 
which are only effective for genomes with much sequence information, such as the 
human genome. The genome sequence of L. edodes is not available, partial 
fragment homology searching may not be sufficient for identification. And 
downstream process from the partial fragment to obtain full length sequence is 
tedious. To obtain more information on the transcripts in dikaryon. conventional 
subtraction method was chose to target for full length of c D N A of dikaryon in the 
SLibtractive library. The biotinylation and streptavidin method providing a good 
method in simply preparing biotinylated driver, recycling the driver and providing 
convenient steps in handling. (Dugiiid et al., 1988; Forster et al., 1985: Swaroop et 
al., 1991; Sive et al.，1988; Lenger et al., 1981; Brigati et al., 1983) Monokaryons 
A and B were chosen as drivers in excess for dikaryon L54 subtractive library 
construction. 
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Macro array hybridization combined with subtractive library was used to screen 
for the developmental specific genes in mosquite Aedes aegypti. successfully (Krebs 
et al.. 2002). The dikaryon L54 was subtracted by monokaryons A and B and a 
full-length subtractive c D N A library of dikaryon L54 was constructed。 Macroairay 
screening was used to screen the differentially expressed genes prior to microarray 
screening that is less labour intensive and inexpensive. 
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3.2 Materiiils and Methods 
3.2.1 Construction of Full-length Dikaryotic Subtractive library 
3.2.1.1 Isolation of Poly A+ in R N A of Dikaryon for Subtraction 
One hundred ug of total R N A (same procedures as 2.2.3.1) of dikaryon, L54 
was extracted for isolation of the PolyA+ niRNA. PolyATract® niRNA Isolation 
Systems (Promega) used a biotinylated oligo (dT) primer to hybridize at high 
efficiency in solution to the 3' poly(A) region. A ribonuclease-free environment 
was created to prevent any contamination of the R N A of dikaryon. 
For annealing of the probe, 100 ug of total R N A combined with Riiase-Free 
Water to a final volume of 500 )LL1 in a sterile, Riiase-free 1.5 micro-centrifugal tube. 
The tube was placed in a 65'^C thermo-mixer for 10 minutes. Three |LL1 OF 
Biotinylated-Oligo(dT) probe was added and of 20 X SSC to the R N A . The 
mixture was mixed gently and incubated at room temperature until completely 
cooled. While cooling of the mixture, stock solution prepared. Prepared 1.2 ml of 
sterile 0.5 X SSC by combining 30 ^d of 20 X SSC with 1.170 ml of RNase-Free 
Water in a sterile, RNase-free tubes. And prepared 1.4 ml of sterile 0.1 X SSC by 
combining 7 of 20 X SSC with 1.393 ml of Riiase-free Water in a sterile, 
RNase-free tube. For washing of Streptavidin-Paramagnetic Particles, resuspended 
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one tube of the Streplavidin-Paramagnetic Particle (SA-PMPs) by gently flicking the 
bottom of the tube until they were completely dispersed, then captured them by 
placing the tube in the Magnetic Stand until the S A - P M P s have collected at the side 
of the tube. The supernatant was carefully removed (do not centrifuge the particles). 
The S A - P M P s was washed three times with 0.5 X S S C ( jOO l i I per wash), each time 
capturing them using the Magnetic Stand and carefully removing the supernatant. 
Finally the S A - P M P s was resuspeiided in lOOul of 0.5 X SSC. 
For capturing and washing of Annealed 01igo(dT)-mRNA Hybrids, the entire 
contents of the annealing reaction was added to the tube containing the washed 
SA-PMPs. The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes, and 
gently mixed by inverting every 1-2 minute. The S A - P M P s was captured using the 
Magnetic Stand, and carefully removed by supernatant without disturbing the 
S A - P M P pellet. The particles were washed four times with 0.1 X SSC (300 per 
wash) by gently flicking the bottom of the tube until all of the particles were 
resiispended. Alter the final wash, supernatant was removed as possible without 
disturbing the S A - P M P particles. 
For elution of m R N A , resiispended the final S A - P M P pellet in 100 of the 
RNase-free Water and gently resiispended the particles by flicking the tube. The 
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S A - P M P s was magnetically captured and transferred the eluted m R N A to a sterile. 
RNAse-free tube. The elution step was repeated by res us pending the S A - P M P 
pellet in 150 jjJ of RNAse-Free Water。 The capture steps were repeated, and the 
eluate was pooled with the R N A eluted above. 
The concentration and purity of the eluted niRNA was determined by 
spectrophotometry and performing denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis. 
3.2.1.2 Enrichment of Differentially Expressed Genes in Dikaryon L54 by 
Subtraction with Monokaryons A and B 
Total R N A s of monokaryons A and B were extracted separately as same procedures 
as 2.2.3.1. One m g of total R N A of A/B was added to micro-centrifugal tubes 
containing 150 pmol of biotinylated oligo (dT) each, and the mixtures were 
incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. The poly(A) m R N A were captured 
by magnetic beads covered with streptavidin ( S A- P M P t m, Promega) in 0.1 X SSC at 
room temperature. The beads were subsequently washed 3 times in 0.1 X SSC and— 
2 times in reverse transcriptase buffer. First stand c D N A synthesized on the m R N A 
captured in streptavidine. Reverse transcription was carried out in first strand 5 
X.buffer. The mixture was incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. The tubes was then 
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placed on ice-bath for 2 minutes。 The m R N A - c D N A hybrids coupled to magnetic 
beads were washed twice in O.l X SSC (1 OOul each). The hybrids were denatured 
at 95"C for 5 minutes and cooled at 4()C for 2 minutes. The first-strand c D N A s 
were recovered by application of a magnetic field. The first-strand c D N A coupled 
to the beads of monokaryon A was inoculated with the isolated poly(A) of dikaryon 
L54 in 12.5 niM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 12.5 m M NaCl, 1.25 miVl E D T A . 0.125% S D S 
and 1 Lig of oligo(dT) at 5 5 T for 20 minutes. The m R N A of dikaryon L54 
enriched with monokaryon A transcripts was collected from the supernatant and 
incubated under the same conditions along with first-strand c D N A sysnthesis from 
one m g of total R N A of monokaryon B. 
The niRNA of dikaryon L54 enriched with their parents monokaryons A and B 
transcripts was in hybridization buffer containing enzyme inhibitor, EDTA. Before 
proceed to first-strand c D N A synthesis for library construction, the enriched m R N A 
was isolated from the hybridization buffer medium using SA-PMP previous 
described in section 3.2.1.1. In the elution step, 10 of Rnase-free water was used 
instead of 100 to elute the m R N A coupled to magetic beads. The subtraction 
process is shown in Figure3.1 
100 
Total RNA Total RNA 
AAA — 
AAA  
WJ^—""""— T Reverse Transcriptase 
AAA Biotinylated oligo dT 
1 r 
1 T T 1st strand cDNA 
1. Oligo(dA) blocking ” 
4 A k 
2. hybridization ^ 3Removed by streptavidin 
，, ^ ^ ^ A A A ^ DNA-RNA hybrid 
AAA — • AAA  
A A A ^ 
Figure 3.1 Biotinylation and streptavidin subtractive library construction. 
Monokaryons A and B acted as driver to remove the consititutively expressed genes 
in dikaryon L54 (tracer). Two rounds of subraction were proceed with monokaryon A 
and B. 
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3.2.1.3 First-Strand cDNA Synthesis 
R N A sample with 0.0243 ug m R N A of dikaryon L54 enriched monokaryons A 
and B transtripts was mixed with 1 \il of S M A R T IV Oligonucleotide 
(5 ‘ - A A G C A G T G G T A T C A A C G C A G A G T G C C A T T A T G G C CGGG-3，）and 1 jil 
C D C ni/3' P G R Primer (5 ‘ - A T T C T A C A C C C C C A C C C C C 
CCCACATC-d(T)3oNi-N-3‘). Deionized H 2 O was added to bring volume up to 5 ul. 
For the control reaction, 1 ug of the control R N A was used。 The mixture was span 
down and incubated at 72°C for 2 minutes, then cooled on ice for another 2 minutes. 
The contents were collected at the bottom, and the following were added to a 10 |Lil 
volume: 2 III of 5 X First-Strand Buffer ( 250 m M Tris, pH8.3, 3 0 m M MgCl2, and 
375 m M KCl), 1 jil of 20 m M DTT, 1 of 10 m M each dNTPs, and 1 \x\ of 200 
U/ul M M L V reverse transcriptase. The contents were mixed gentle, span briefly, 
and then incubated at 42°C for 1 hour in an air incubator. At last the reaction was 
terminated on ice. The flowchart of c D N A library is shown in Figure 3.3. 
3.2.1.4 cDNA Amplification by Long-Distance PGR 
T w o of First-Strand c D N A (from step 3.2.1.3) was combined with the 
following components to 100 jil volume in a prechilled P G R tube: 80 |LI1 of 
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Deionized H2O), 10 of 10 X Advantage 2 P C R Buffer, 2 |li1 of 50 X d N T P Mix, 2 
lil of C D C 111/3' P C R Primer, and 2 |il 50 X Advantage 2 Polymerase Mix. After 
the tube was flicked gently and span down briefly, thermal cycling was performed at 
95°C for 1 minutes followed by 20 cycles of 95。C for 15 seconds and 680C for 6 
minutes. After Long-Distance P C R (LD-PCR) amplification, 5 \x\ of the P C R 
product was analyzed on a 1.1 % agarose/EtBr gel, alongside 0.1 ug of 1-kb D N A 
size ladder (Gibco). 
3.2.1.5 Proteinase K Digestion 
Fifty 1^ 1 of amplified double strand c D N A (2-3 ug) (from step 3.2.1.4) was 
mixed with 2 pJ of 20 ug/ul proteinase K, and span down briefly. Then the mixture 
was incubated at 45°C for 20 minutes to inactivate the D N A polymerase activity. 
After collected at the bottom of the tube, the contents were combined with 50 jil of 
Deionized H 2 O and 100 [xl of phenolxholoroformiisoamylalcohol, and mixed by 
continuous gentle inversion for 1-2 minutes. The tube was centrifuged at 14,000 
rpm for 5 minutes to separate the phases. The top (aqueous layer) layer was 
transferred to a clean tube, the top layer was collect and mixed with 10 jiil of 3 M 
Sodium Acetate, 1.3 jil of 20 ug/ul Glycogen, and 260 [xl of room-temperature 95% 
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ethanol. Then the mixture was centrifuged immediately at 14,000 rpm for 20 
minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was removed carefully with a pipette 
without disturbing the pellet. After washed with 100 |Lil of 80% ethanol, the pellet 
was air dried about 10 minutes to evaporate off residual ethanol. Finally, the pellet 
was dissolved in 79 jil of deionized H2O. 
3.2.1.6 Sfi Digestion 
Seventy nine \x\ of c D N A (from step 3.2.1.5) was combined with 10 jLil of 10 Sfi 
Buffer, 10 |Lil of Sfi Enzyme, and 1 |Lil of 100 X Bovin Serum Albumin (BSA)，mixed 
and incubated at 50°C for 2 hours. Then 2 jjJ of 1 % cyanol dye was added as an 
indicator. 
3.2.1.7 cDNA size fractionation by CHROMA SPIN-400 
The C H R O M A SPIN-400 Column was prepared for drip procedure: The 
C H R O M A SPIN-400 Colume was removed and warmed at room temperature for 
about 1 hour, then inverted to completely resuspend the gel matrix. Air bubbles 
were removed from the column using a 1000-ul pipettment to resuspend the matrix 
gently. The bottom cap was then removed to let the column drip. The column was 
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attached on a ring stand to drain the storage buffer by gravity flow. The top of the 
column matrix should be at the 1.0 ml mark on the wall of the column. The flow 
rate was about 1 drop/40-60 seconds, and the volume of 1 drop was about 40 uL 
W h e n the storage buffer stopped dripping out, 700 |Lil of column buffer was 
added to allow it to drain again. After this buffer stopped dripping, about 100 jil of 
the mixture of 职-digested c D N A (3.2.L6) was applied gently to the top-centre 
surface of the matrix. After the sample was fully absorbed into the surface of the 
matrix, 100 \x\ of the column buffer was gently applied to the surface of the matrix to 
wash the column. Then the buffer drained out, the cyanol dye layer should be 
several m m into the column when the dripping ceased. After there was no liquid 
left above the resin, 600 [il of column buffer was added and the single-drop fractions 
were collected immediately in tubes # 1-16 in approximately 35 |Lil per tube. 
The profile of the fractions were checked on a 1.1% agarose/EtBr gel, 3 [il of 
each fraction was loaded in adjacent wells and run at 150 V for 10 minutes, alongside 
0.1 ug of a 1-kb D N A size marker. The peak fractions were determined by 
visualizing the intensity of the bands under UV. The first four fractions containing 
c D N A were collected, and pooled together, totally around 140 ul, into a clean 1.5-ml 
tube. 
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For D N A purification, the above c D N A was combined with 1/10 volume of 3 M 
Sodium Acetate (pH 4.8)，1.3 [i\ Glycogen, and 2.5 volume of 9 5 % ethanol in -20。C， 
and mixed gently by rocking the tube back and froth. After incubated at -20°C for 1 
hour, the tube was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 20 minutes at room temperature. 
Then the supernatant was removed carefully with a pipette, and briefly centrifuged to 
bring the remaining liquid to the bottom. After all liquid was removed, the pellet 
was air dried for about 10 minutes. The dried pellet was dissolved in 7 \xl of 
Deionized H2O. .S/z-digested c D N A was now ready to be ligated to vector provided 
by the kit. 
3.2.1.8 Determination of the Ligation Efficiency 
A test ligation was set up to determine the efficiency of ligation the vector to the 
Control Insert, using 1 jil of vector, 1 |Lil of Control Insert, 1.5 |LI1 of Deionized H20, 
and other reagents were added. The test ligation was incubated at 16°C overnight. 
The ligation product was packed (refer to step 3.2.1.10), and resulting phage was 
tittered (refer to step 3.2.1.) 
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3.2.1.9 Ligation of cDNA to lamda TriplEx2 Vector 
The ratio of c D N A to vector in the ligation reaction is a critical factor in 
determining transformation efficiency, and ultimately the number of independent 
clones in the library. To ensure to obtain the best possible library, three parallel 
ligations were set up using three different rations of c D N A to ventor, as shown in 
Table 3.1. There ligations were mixed gently to avoid producting air bubbles. 
After briefly span down, the ligations were incubated at 16°C overnight. The 
resulting D N A was ready for packaging。 
3.2.1.10 Lamda-phage Packaging Reaction 
Giagpack® III Gold Packing Extract (Stratagene) was used for packaging. A 
separate,入-phage packaging reaction was performed for each of the ligations. A 
packaging extract was removed from a -70。C freezer, and thawed quickly by hand 
until the contents of the tube just begun to thaw. Four |Lil c D N A (from step 3.2.1.9) 
was added immediately into the packaging extract. The mixture was stirred gently 
with a pipet tip without introducing bubbles, and then incubated at room temperature 
25°C for 2 hours in water bath. Each packaging reaction was combined with 500 |il 
of S M buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 8 m M MgS04.7H20, and 50 m M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 
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20 \x\ of chloroform, mixed gently and span briefly to sediment the debris. The 
supernatant containing the phage was the primary library, and may be strored at 4°C 
fro up to 1 month after titering. 
3.2.1.11 Titering the Unamplified Library and Determining the Percentage of 
Recombinant Clones 
A single colony of E-coli strain XLl-Blue was picked from the working stock 
plate and used to inoculate 15 ml of LB/MgS04/maltose broth. The culture was 
incubated at 37°C overnight while shaking at 140 rpm until the ODeoo of the culture 
reached 2.0. The cells were centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 5 minutes. After 
supernatant was poured off, the pellet was resuspend in 7.5 ml of 10 m M MgSCU 
Ninety-mm LB/MgS04 plates were inverted and partially uncovered in a 37°C 
incubator to be dried and prewarmed. 
Each packaging reaction was diluted in 1 X lamda dilution buffer (0.1 M NaCL, 
10 m M M g S 0 4 7H20, and 35 m M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) at ratios 1:100 and 1:400. 
One jLil of each diluted phage was added to 200 of the XLl-Blue overnight 
culture, and mixture was incubated in 37°C water bath for 10-15 minutes to allow the 
phage to adsorb. Then each mixture was combined with 2 ml of melted LB/MgSCU 
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soft top agar at 45。C，102 |il of 20 mg/ml X-gal, and 6 |Lil of 200 mg/ml/ IPTG The 
contents were mixed by quickly inverting and immediately poured onto 90-mm 
LB/MgS〇4 plates prewarmed to 37°C. The plates were swired quickly to allow 
even distribution of the top agar. After cooled down at room temperature for 10 
minutes to allow the top agar to harden, the plate were inverted and incubated at 
37°C for 16 hours. The white plaques and blue plaques were counted to calculate 
the titer of the primary library and the percentage of the recombinant clones. 
3.2.1.12 Library Amplification 
W h e n working with XTriplEx2, a library of 1 X 10^ clones will require 20 
150-min plates. The preparation of XLl-Blue overnight culture was descriped in 
3.2.1.11. Five hundreds \xl of XLl-Blue overnight culture was mixed with 1 X 10^ 
independent clones, and incubated at in 3TC water bath for 10-15 minutes. Total 
20 mixtures were made; namely 2 X 10^ clones were amplified. Each of the 
mixtures was combined with 4.5 ml of the melted soft-top agar. Then each mixture 
was combined with 2 ml of melted LB/MgS04 soft-top agar at 45。C, 102 [il of 20 
mg/ml X-gal, and 6 \il of 200 mg/ml/ EPTG The contents were mixed quickly by 
inverting and immediately poured onto 90-mm LB/MgSCU plates prewarmed to 37°C. 
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The plates were swired quickly to allow even distribution of the top agar. After 
cooled down at room temperature for 10 minutes to allow the top agar to harden, the 
plates were inverted and incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. After the plates were 
incubated at 37oC for 16 hours, or until the plaques become confluent, 12 ml of 1 X 
lamda dilution buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 10 m M M g S 0 4 7H2〇，and 35 m M Tris- HCl，pH 
7.5) was added to each plate. After stored at 4°C overnight, the plates were 
incubated at room temperature for 1 hour on a plateform shaker (about 50 rpm). 
入-phage lysates were poured together and mixed with 1/5 volume chloroform by 
vertexing for 2 minutes。The contents were centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 10 minutes 
to sediment to cell debris。The supernatant was collected and D M S O was added to 
a final concentration of 7%. After 1-ml aliquots were made, the amplified library 
could be stored at -70°C. 
The titer of the amplified library was determined by the procedure described in 
3.2.1.11, except that the dilution factor of the amplified library was lilO"^  
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soft top agar at 45。C, 102 jil of 20 mg/ml X-gal, and 6 \x\ of 200 mg/ml/ IPTG The 
contents were mixed by quickly inverting and immediately poured onto 90-mm 
LB/MgSCU plates prewarmed to 37°C The plates were swired quickly to allow 
even distribution of the top agar. After cooled down at room temperature for 10 ‘ 
minutes to allow the top agar to harden, the plate were inverted and incubated at 
3TC for 16 hours. The white plaques and blue plaques were counted to calculate 
the titer of the primary library and the percentage of the recombinant clones. 
3.2.1.12 Library Amplification 
W h e n working with XTriplEx2, a library of 1 X 10^ clones will require 20 
150-mm plates. The preparation of XLl-Blue overnight culture was descriped in 
3.2.1.11. Five hundreds jil of XLl-Blue overnight culture was mixed with 1 X 10^ 
independent clones, and incubated at in 37°C water bath for 10-15 minutes. Total 
20 mixtures were made; namely 2 X 10^ clones were amplified。 Each of the 
mixtures was combined with 4.5 ml of the melted soft-top agar. Then each mixture 
was combined with 2 ml of melted LB/MgS04 soft-top agar at 45。C, 102 |il of 20 
mg/ml X-gal, and 6 i^l of 200 mg/ml/ IPTG The contents were mixed quickly by 
inverting and immediately poured onto 90-min IJB/MgS〇4 plates prewarmed to 37°C. 
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The plates were swired quickly to allow even distribution of the top agar. After 
cooled down at room temperature for 10 minutes to allow the top agar to harden, the 
plates were inverted and incubated at 37°C for 16 hours。 After the plates were 
incubated at 37oC for 16 hours, or until the plaques become confluent, 12 ml of 1 X 
lamda dilution buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 10 m M MgS〇4 7H20, and 35 m M Tris- HCl，pH 
7.5) was added to each plate. After stored at 4°C overnight, the plates were 
incubated at room temperature for 1 hour on a plateform shaker (about 50 rpm). 
入-phage lysates were poured together and mixed with 1/5 volume chloroform by 
vertexing for 2 minutes. The contents were centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 10 minutes 
to sediment to cell debris. The supernatant was collected and D M S O was added to 
a final concentration of 1%. After 1-ml aliquots were made, the amplified library 
could be stored at -70。C. 
The titer of the amplified library was determined by the procedure described in 
3.2.1.11, except that the dilution factor of the amplified library was 1:10^ 
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3.2.1.13 Conversion of 入 TriplEx2 Recombinant Clones to pTriplEx2 
Recombinant Plasmids. 
The plasmid is released as a result of Cre recombinase-mediated site-specific 
recombination at the loxP sites flanking the embedded plasmid. (Figure 3.4). The 
excised plasmid is propagated stably in E.coli. A n isolated colony of E.coli strain 
BM25.8 was picked and used to inoculate 20 ml of L B / M g S O * broth。The culture 
was inoculated at 31°C for overnight while shaking at 150 rpm until the ODeoo of the 
culture reached 1.1-1.4。 Two hundred [x\ of B M 25.8 overnights culture mixed with 
2 iLil of 1 M MgCl2, 150 111 of 1 X lambda dilution buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 10 m M 
M g S 0 4 7 H 2 0 , and 35 m M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), and 1 |il of amplified library. The 
mixture was incubated at 31°C for 30 minutes without shaking to allow the phages to 
infect on cells. After 400 |il of L B broth added, the mixture was incubated at 31°C 
for an additional 1 hour with shaking (225rpm) for cell recovery. The cells were 
diluted in L B broth at ratios 1:50, 1:250, 1:500, and 1:1000。One hundred of 
each dilution was spread onto an LB/carbenicillin+X-gal+IPTG plate, and plates 
were incubated at 31°C overnight to obtain isolate colonies. 
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Figure 3.3 Flow chart of the S M A R T c D N A library Construction Kit protocol. 
( C L O N T E C H laboratory, Inc). 
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( C L O N T E C H laboratory, Inc). 
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Figure 3.4 Restriction map and multiple cloning site (MCS) of pTriplEx2 
( C L O N T E C H Laboratory, Inc). Unique restriction sites are bold. 
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3.2.2 Screening of the Subtractive library 
3.2.2.1 Verification of the enrichment by Plaque Lifting hybridization 
3.2.2.1.1 Lifting the Plaques 
The enrichment of subtractive library of dikaryon L54 needed to be confirmed. 
Plaque lifting used to screen the lambda-phage library. 
The titer of the phage was determined before plating for plaque lifts。 L B agar 
plates containing carbenicillin (50 ug/ml) antibiotics used to plate the phage were 
dried out in 37°C incubator for several hours with the lids askew。Top agar with 
48-50°C was added to the phage preabsorbed to fresh plating cells, rolled the tube 
back and forth between the palms of the hands gently but quickly to mix and pour the 
top agar onto the LB/carbenicillin plate on an even surface. Air bubbles were 
avoided. Let the plates set for 20 minutes and incubated the inverted plates for 8-16 
hours at 37°C. The plates containing plaques were shaked off the condensation 
from the lids and were chilled inverted at 4°C for 2 hours. Marked the nylon 
membrane (Amersham) with a pencil. The marked membrane was placed onto the 
surface of the plate without trapping air bubbles. W h e n the membrane was wet, 
punched holes through the pen-marked dots and into the agar with a 16 or 18-gauge 
syringe needle. Marker used to note the position of the holes on the underside of 
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the plate. The wetted membrane was removed with a forceps after 2 minutes and 
placed it into denaturing solution (1.5 M NaCl and 0.5 M N a O H ) at room 
temperature. The next membrane was laid gently onto the same top agar and let it 
wet. And marked the membrane and plate as described previous. The membrane 
was removed with a forceps after 5 minutes and immersed it into the denaturing 
solution. The third membrane was done in the same way to lift the plaque as the 
same way as the second membrane. After denatured the membranes, neutralized the 
membrane for 5 minutes in neutralizing solution (1.5 M NaCl and 0.5 M Tris-HCl, 
p H 8.0) at room temperature. The membranes were finally rinsed briefly in a 
solution of 0.2 M Tris-EQ (pH 7.5) and 2 X SSC buffer at room temperature. The 
membranes was blotted on blotting paper an baked between sheets of blotting paper 
for 2 hours at 80°C。The master plates were covered with parafilm® and stored at 
4。C. 
3.2.2.1.2 Synthesis of the Probes for Plaque Lift Hybridization 
Total R N A of dikaryon L54 and monokaryons were extracted using 
TriReagent® (see section 2.3.1.1). One ug of total R N A were used to generate 
first-strand c D N A by using Long-Distance P G R (LD PGR) (see section 3.2.1.4). The 
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P C R product was purified using P C R purification kit (Quigen). Three hundgred ng 
of the purified products were incubated with the D I G Luminescent Detection Kit 
( B O E H R I N G E R M A N N H E I M ) . 
3.2.2.1.3 Hybridization to the Membranes 
The three membranes from plaque lifting were hybridized to 300 ug of 
DIG-labeled probes from dikaryon L5, monokaryon A and monokaryon B using DIG 
Luminescent Detection Kit ( B O E H R I N G E R M A N N H E I M ) . The membranes were 
placed in the hybridization bottle containing 20 ml of the standard hybridization 
buffer ( 5 X SSC, 0.02% (w/v) SDS，0.1% (w/v) N-lauroylsarcosine and 1% blocking 
solution). Prehybridization was performed in hybridization oven at 68°C for at 3 
hours, the solution was replaced with 2.5 ml of freshly prepared standard 
hybridization buffer containing 300 ug of freshly heated-denatured DIG-labeled 
probes. The probes were firstly heated at 100°C for 5 minutes and placed on 
ice-bath for 2 minutes and added to the fresh hybridization buffer. The membranes 
were incubated at 68oC for 16 hours for hybridization. The membranes were 
washed separately 2 X 5 minutes at room temperature with 100 ml of 2 X SSC and 
0.1% (w/v) SDS, and 2 X 15 minutes at 68°C with 0.1 X SSC and 0.1% (w/v) SDS. 
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The membranes could be used directly of immunological detection of hybridized 
D N A . 
The three membranes were rinsed briefly in washing buffer for 2 minutes, and 
then incubated for 30 minutes in 100 ml of 1 X Blocking solution and another 30 
minutes. In 20 ml of 1 X Blocking solution containing 1 j^ l of 150mU/ml 
anti-DIG-AP for antibody binding. The membreanse were washed 2 X 15 
mminutes with 100 ml of Washing buffer (0.1 M maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl，and 
0.3% (v/v) Tween®20，pH7.5), and equilibrated for 3 minutes in 20 ml of Detection 
buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl and 0.1 M NaCl, p H 9.5). The damp membranes were sealed 
in a hybridization bag in 1 ml of Detection buffer containing 10 |Lil of CSPD®。After 
incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes and at 37°C for 10 minutes to enhance 
the luminescent reaction, the membranes were ready for chemoluminescent detection 
of hybridization signals in a Lumi-Imager™ F1 Workstation ( B O E H R I N G E R 
M A N N H E I M ) . 
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3.2.2.2 Screening the Subtractive library by Macroarray Hybridization 
3.2.2.2.1 Colony Picking by QPik System 
The subtractive library of dikaryon L54 of L. edodes mycelium was plate out on 
1 5 0 m m petric dish. Procedure described was same as (step 3.2.1.13). Twenty 
plates of 1 5 0 m m containing E.coli BM25.8 were used in colony picking. Each well 
of 384-microplat was filled with 50 jil of LB/carbenicillin broth for culture of the 
picked cells using Qfill® workstation (Genetix)。 Around 10,000 individual clones 
were picked from the 150mm petric dish plate into the culture medium in 384-well 
microplate by the QPik® system by adjusting the parameters which determined 
colony selection include size, shape, blue/white and proximity to nearby colonies. 
The 384-microplates with cover lids containing colonies were incubated at 31°C for 
16 hours with shaking at 50 rpm. The picking parameters are shown in Figure 3.9. 
3.2.2.2.2 Gridding of Macroarray 
The bacterial colonies cultured in LB/carbenicillin broth in 384-microplate were 
spotted onto large positive charged nylon membrane (Genetix) by QPix colony 
picker (Genetix). The pattern of array were closely packed in a macro-membrane. 
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3,2,2.23 Filter Processing of Gridded Membrane 
The gridded plates were removed from the incubator and transferred them to 
4°C fridge。 Tw o of them were taken out from the fridge each time of processing to 
prevent further growth。Two hundred |LI1 of Denaturing solution was poured into a 
Genetic Bioassay Tray (QTray) and lightly soaked a sheet of Gel Blotting Paper. 
The Gel Blotting Paper was removed from the Denaturing solution and drained off 
excess liquid and place the sheet on a lid of a Qtray. The gridded membrane was 
removed from the agar plate and placed it squarely onto the pre-wetted Gel Blotting 
Paper. The membrane was standed at room temperature for four minutes. The 
gridded membrane was immediately transferred together with the Gel Blotting Paper 
to the 100°C water bath for 4 minutes. The gridded membrane was removed and 
placed squarely on a pre-wetted Gel Blotting Paper with Neutralising solution and 
incubated for 4 minutes. The membrane was then transferred to a dry sheet of Gel 
Blotting Paper and standed at room temperature for 1 minute. The membrane was 
then transferred with colony side down, into Proteinase K solution and incubated for 
1 hour in 3TC incubator. At last the membrane was placed side up onto a dry Gel 
Blotting Paper and covered with another sheet of dry Gel Blotting Paper and rolled 
with a sterile 10 ml glass pipette. The gridded membrane placed between 2 sheet of 
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dry Gel Blotting Paper was dried in 80oC oven for half hour. The membrane was 
ready for hybridization. 
Hybridization to the Macroarray Membrane 
Total R N A of dikaryon L54 and monokaryons were extracted using 
TriReagent® (see section 2.3.1.1). One ug of total R N A were used to generate 
first-strand c D N A by using Long-Distance P C R (LD PCR) 
The three membranes from plaque lifting were hybridized to 300 ng of 
DIG-labeled probes from dikaryon L54, monokaryon A and monokaryon B using 
D I G Luminescent Detection Kit ( B O E H R I N G E R M A N N H E I M ) . The membranes 
were placed in the hybridization bottle containing 40 ml of the standard hybridization 
buffer (5 X SSC, 0.02% (w/v) SDS, 0.1% (w/v) N-lauroylsarcosine and 1% blocking 
solution). Prehybridization was performed in hybridization oven at 68°C for at 3 
hours, the solution was replaced with 5 ml of freshly prepared standard hybridization 
buffer containing 300 ng of freshly heated-denatured DIG-labeled probes。 The 
probes were firstly heated at 100°C for 5 minutes and placed on ice-bath for 2 
minutes and added to the fresh hybridization buffer. The membranes were 
incubated at 68oC for 16 hours for hybridization. The membranes were washed 
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separately 2 X 5 minutes at room temperature with 100 ml of 2 X SSC and 0.1% 
(w/v) SDS, and 2 X 15 minutes at 68°C with 0.1 X S S C and 0.1% (w/v) SDS. The 
membranes could be used directly of immunological detection of hybridized D N A . 
The three membranes were rinsed briefly in washing buffer for 2 minutes, and 
then incubated for 30 minutes in 100 ml of 1 X Blocking solution and another 30 
minutes. In 20 ml of 1 X Blocking solution containing 1 \xl of 150mU/ml 
anti-DIG-AP for antibody binding. The membreanse were washed 2 X 15 
mminutes with 100 ml of Washing buffer (0.1 M maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl，and 
0.3% (v/v) Tween®20，pH7.5), and equilibrated for 3 minutes in 20 ml of Detection 
buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl and 0.1 M NaCl, p H 9.5). The damp membranes were sealed 
in a hybridization bag in 1 ml of Detection buffer containing 10 jil of CSPD®. After 
incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes and at 3TC for 10 minutes to enhance 
the luminescent reaction, the membranes were ready for chemoluminescent detection 
of hybridization signals in a Lumi-Imager™ F1 Workstation ( B O E H R I N G E R 
M A N N H E I M ) . 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Enrichment of Differentially Expressed Genes in Dikaryon L54 by 
Subtraction with Monokaryons A and B 
One hundred ug of total R N A of dikaryon L54 was used to isolate m R N A which 
presented around 0.5-1% in total R N A (Figure 3.2) The isolated m R N A coupled in 
magnetic beads was used as tracer. The drivers, monokaryons A and B, composed 
of first-strand c D N A which synthesized from the isolated m R N A s in 1 m g of total 
R N A extracted from mycelia A and B. Dual subtractions of tracer by drivers were 
performed to reduce the constitutively expressed genes present in dikaryon L54 and 
monokaryons A and B. The successful enrichment was verified by plaque lift 
hybridization and macroarray hybridization. 
The subtracted m R N A of dikaryon L54 was used to constructed the full-length 
subtractive library. 
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3.3.2 Construction of the full-length subtractive library 
The enriched m R N A was used as the material for c D N A library construction. 
First-stand c D N A was synthesized from the enriched m R N A and amplified by using 
Long-Distance-PCR (LD-PCR) of 22 cycles to generate double-stranded c D N A 
(Figure 3.5). 
After proteinase K digestion, Sfi digestion, and c D N A fractionation, the first 
four fractions containing cDNA.were collected and purified for ligation to vector.. 
In lamda TriplEx2, the lamda expression vector,the cloning site is embedded in 
the coding sequence for the alpha-polypeptide of P-galactosidase (lacZ). This 
makes it possible to use lacZ a - complementation to easily identify insert-containing 
phage by transducing an appropriate host strain (eg. E. coli X L l — Blue) and 
screening for blue plaques on medium containing IPTG and X-Gal。 
The titering of the unamplified library provided an estimation of the number of 
plaques per volumn. After packaging, 0.5 ml of primary library was obtained and 
titered. There were 167 white plaques and 1 blue plaques per plate at ratio of 1:10. 
The titer of the primary library was calculated as followed: Pfu/ml 二 number of 
plaques x dilution factor x ICP (ul/ml) / diluted phage plate = 170 X 10 X 10^/1 = 1.7 
X 10 6 pfu/ml. The percentage of recombinant clones was determined by the 
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equation: while plaque/(while +blue plaques) x 100 % 二 169/(169+1) X 100% = 
99.4%. The independent recombinant clones in the resulting library was = 1.7 X 
106 X 0.5 X 99.4 % 二 84.5 X lO^ " 
3.3.3 Conversion of A TriplEx2 Recombinant Clones to pTriplEx2 
Recombinant Plamid 
After the conversion of A TriplEx2 recombinant clones to pTriplEx2 
recombinant plamid, and incubated at 31。C for overnight, the well-isolated 
individual colony harbour pTriplEx2 recombinant plamid were randomly picked 
and screened using P C R with A Trip Ex 5, LD-Insert Screening Amplier and A Trip 
Ex 3, LD-Insert Screening Amplier screening primers. The LD-Insert primers 
flanked the multiple cloning sites and there were 157 bp between them on non-insert 
vector. Then the size of the P C R insert should be the P C R fragment minus 157 bp. 
Twenty-two clones were randomly selected and two of them carried two inserts. 
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3.3.4 Verification the Enrichment of Subtractive library by Plaque lifting 
Hybridization 
The plaque lifting nylon membranes were hybridized with three probes, 
dikaryon L54 and its parents monokaryons A and B. One hundred and fifty ng of 
L D - P C R labeled double strand c D N A were simultaneously hybridized to the 
corresponding membrane. (Figure 3.7) After signal development, the plaques in the 
membrane probed with dikaryon showed highly hybridized when compared with 
those probed with monokaryons A and B. From the hybridization intensities 
among the three membranes hybridized with different probes, the subtractive library 
was concluded to be successfully performed. Redundant genes co-expressed in 
both dikaryon and monokaryons were subtracted and the differentially expressed 
genes appeared to be enriched. 
3.3.5 Screening of the Subtractive library by Macroarray 
The subtractive library was first screened firstly by macroarray to double check 
the enrichment and screen out the differentially genes for microarray screening. 
Three hundred ng of double-strand c D N A of dikaryon and monokaryon labeled with 
D I G and hybridized to the dotted macroarray nylon membrane. After capture of the 
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chemiluminescent images of each membrane (Figure 3.8), the signals were 
quantified, and 1800 clones which showed differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 
were selected for P C R amplification for microarray screening. (Figure 3.6) 
3.3.6 Discussion 
Subtractive library were constructed to eliminate the redundant genes expressed 
in both monokaryons and dikaryon so as toenrich the differentially expressed 
transcripts number proportionally in the total transcipt number. 
The successful enrichment were verified by plaque lifting hybridization. In a 
nylon membrane, the proportion of hybridized plaques highly dominated in 
dikaryon L54 , but not in the case of its parental monokaryons A and B, that impling 
the subtractive library were successfully constructed. 
From the membrane of plane lifting hybridization, we can still observe there 
were plaques hybridized in to parental monokaryons A and B probes, that means 
there were still redundant genes existed in the library. 
In order to further enrich of the subtractive library, macroarray screening was 
used to eliminate the clones expressed in both monokaryons and dikaryon and not 
illustrated differential expression. 
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QPik colony picker (Genetix) provided advantages in: less labour intensive, 
lower chance of contamination (close sterilized chamber), higher accuracy, and fast. 
Gridding on membrane also facilitated by using this system. Large scale library 
screening is possible when using robot to pick colonies and grid on large membranes. 
Yet, in macroarray screening, bias also presented in the treatment of colony 
dotted on membrane. The growth of each colony show be same amount in each 
spot. 
After the macroarray screening, clones showing differentially expressed were 
selected to microarray screening to increase the proportion of differentially expressed 
genes presented in microarray chip, and meanwhile to save the resources came from 
P G R amplification and purification for microarray hybridization. 
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Figure 3.2 1.1% Agarose Et/Br gel electrophoresis of 2 jil of m R N A isolated from 
total R N A of dikaryotic mycelium L54 using paramagnetic technology. M : 2 ug of 
R N A ladder of 2.45-9.5 kb (Invitrogen) Lane 1: Total R N A of dikaryotic mycelium 
L54. Lane 2，3，4: Isolated m R N A from total R N A of dikaryotic mycelium L54 Lane 
5, 6 7: r R N A remained in washing buffer before elution of m R N A from the biotin 
beads. 
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Figure 3.5 1% agarose gel electrophoresis of ds c D N A amplified by LD-PCR. 
The products were labeled with high-prime D I G and as probes to hybridized to 
plaue lifted membranes and macroairay screening membranes. M : 100 plus D N A 
ladder (500 ng); Lane 1 and 2: amplified ds c D N A of dikaryon L54 and 
monokaryon A using LD-PCR respectively. 
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Figure 3.5 1 % Agarose Et/Br gel electrophoresis of double-stranded c D N A in synthesized 
by Long-Distance P G R (LD-PCR) using enriched m R N A of dikaryon L54 subtracted by the 
first-strand c D N A of monokaryons A and B. M : 0.2 ug of 1-kb D N A ladder (Gibco); Lane 1: 5 
ul of double-stranded c D N A generated by L D - P C R of enriched m R N A of dikaryon 54, 
lentinula edodes; Lane 2: 5 ul of ds c D N A synthesized using the Control H u m a Placenta poly 
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Figure 3.6 1% agarose Et/Br gel electrophoresis of 3-ul amplified product of 
subtractive c D N A library using randomly isolated-colony as template in 1 X T B E 
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Figure 3.9 Photo image of blue/white selection used to set the parameters of colony 
picking, including priximity, roundness, overlapping factors. Colonies were picked with 
roundness to 1, proximity to 0.5 and no overlappimg between colonies. The clones within 
red circle were selected and picked by the picker. 
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Chapter Four Identification of Genes with Differentially 
Expression in Dikaryons by Subtactive cDNA 
Library Microarray 
4.1 Introduction 
With the breakthrough sequenced of sequenced genome of 
Schizosaccharomyces prombe (Goffeau et al., 1996)，filamentous fungi genomic 
effort emerged in year 2001 (Bennett et al., 2002; Hofmann et al., 2003). With the 
increasing availability of whole genome sequences of many species, they 
fundamentally changed the methods of identification and mapping of genes. The 
relatively young discipline of bioinformatics became essential for managing the 
tremendous amount of data produced by the sequencing projects. Comparative 
genomics, expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) sequencing and screening of mutant 
collection also provide tools to identify genes. 
Gene expression analysis started with the development of the Northem-blot 
technique in 1977 (Alwine et al., 1977)。 Differentially display then presented a fast 
and reliable method for comparing differential gene expression of two or more 
populations in 1992 (Liang et al., 1992; Welsh et al., 1992). Originally developed 
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to identify differentially gene expression levels between two complex genomes, 
representational difference analysis (RDA) was adapted to analyse differential gene 
expression by taking advantage of P G R and subtractive hybridization (Lisitsyn et al., 
1993; Hubank et al., 1994) In order to accelerate the discovery and characterization 
of mRNA-encoding sequences, a part of frament sequencing of c D N A in a random 
manner, direct from a variety of tissues to generate Expressed Sequenced Tags (ESTs) 
(Adams et al” 1991; A d a m et al., 1995). ESTs allow the identification of coding 
regions in genome-derived sequences. Serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) 
use comparative approach for simultaneous analysis of sequences that are derived 
from different cell populations or tissues (Velculescu et al., 1995). With the 
introduction of microarray technology, thousands of gene expression levels can be 
analysed simultanesouly within a micro-chip (Schena et al., 1995). c D N A 
Microarray provides high-throughput capabilities for gene expression screening. 
c D N A microarray hybridization uses total pools of m R N A from two specific 
populations which is used to prepare fluorescently labeled c D N A probes by reverse 
transcription in the presence of fluorescently labled nucleotide precursors, such as 
fluorescent or biotin coupled nucleotides. To allow simultaneous comparison of the 
abundance of each gene in the two samples, the two samples are labeled with 
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different fluorescences, such as cy3 and cy5. The two fluorescent -labeled c D N A 
are then mixed and hybridized with a c D N A microarray in which each gene is 
represented as a distinct spots of D N A . Irrespective of their fluorescent labels, the 
c D N A sequences represented each individual transcript hybridize specifically with 
the corresponding gene sequence in the array. The relative abundance of each gene 
from each sample reflected by the ratio of ‘red，to green' fluorescence measured at 
the array element representing that gene. 
c D N A microarray has advantages over reverse-dot blot hybridization in several 
aspects: (1) D N A samples can be covalently attached to a treated glass surface; (2) 
glass is high temperature tolerance allowing washes of high ionic strength and high 
hybridization temperature. (3) the non-porous nature minimize hybridization volume 
and enhance the kinectics of annealing probes to targets. (4) two different probes can 
be labeled with different fluors and simultaneously incubated with a microarray in a 
single reaction. 
With the limited information provided, a subtractive c D N A library of dikaryon 
was constracted and used to screen the differentially expressed genes between 
families of monokaryons and dikaryons. Economically consideration, the clones of 
randomly picked by Qpix® (Genetix) was firstly screened by macroarray by using 
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mscro-nylon membrane. Clones showed differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 
probe were selected out for microarray hybridization 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Selection and Amplification of clones in SubtractionLlibrary for 
Microarray screening 
After macroarray screening, clones showing differentially expressed in dikaryon 
L54 when compared with monokaryons A and B were selected and pipetted out from 
the culture medium of 384-well plate. Five |LI1 of the selected clones immersed into 
50 111 of double distilled water. These cells were boiled at 95°C for 10 minutes and 
spun down for 1 minutes. Five |LI1 of the boiled cell debris acted as template and 
were placed into 95 ！ p f P C R reaction mixture composing of 1 X reaction buffer (20 
m M Tris-HCl, p H 8.0，50 m M KCl), 1.5 m M MgCl〕，0.2 m M each dNTPs, 0.2 u M of 
each primers T3 and T7 for clones 1000-1124，primers 3，-LD and 5'-LD for clones 
B1-B99, and 0.02 U/ul PlatinumTaq® D N A polymerase (In vitro gen) to make final 
volume of 100 ul. Thermo cycling was performed for 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 
seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for 10 minutes. Single insert and presence 
of insert were examined by using 96 - well gel electrophoresis (Figure 4.2). Only 
single inserts were selected to spot on microarray chip. Totally, around 2000 clones 
from subtractive library of dikaryon were selected and dotted on microarray analysis. 
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4.2.2 PGR product Purification 
After P G R amplification of the selected clones, purification was need to remove 
the unwanted chemicals presented in PGR. The P G R products were purified using 
96-Well P G R Purification Kit provided by Arraylt™ . A 96-well filter called 
SuperFilter 100 was posited on a 96-well vacuum manifold。ArrayltTM Binding 
Buffer was added to the wells of the SuperFilter. Pipetted lOOul of 96-well P G R 
samples quickly into the binding buffer. Immediately pipetting up and down for 10 
times to make evendistribution of the D N A . Gentle vacuum were applied to allow 
binding of the D N A to the SuperFilter membrane and allowed impurities flowed 
through. Washing buffer was added to each wells and gentle vacuum applied to 
wash the matrix. Full vacuum was applied after three times of washing for 3 
minutes to dry the membrane. The SuperFilter was removed from vacuum block 
and placed on an unmarked 96-well microplate. The SuperFilter was then centrifuged 
in microplate centrifuge at 500 X g to remove the residual Arraylt™ Wash Buffer for 
5 minutes at ambient temperature. The SuperFilter was placed to other maked 
96-well microplate and unmarked microplate and its contents was discarded. A 
mild elution buffer 0.1 X TE ( I m M Tri-HCl ,0.1 m M E D T A , p H 8.0) was added to 
the 96-well SuperFilter. The membrane was re-wetted with 100 [xl of 0.1 X TE when 
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standing at ambient temperature for 1 minute. The P G R binded on the membrane 
was eluted by applying centrifugation for 5 minutes at ambient temperature at speed 
500 X g. Dried the eluted P G R product in vacuum centrifuge without heating for 
three hours. The dried P G R was resuspended with 10 |LI1 of ultra pure water. Five 
|il of the purified P G R product was pipetted out and placed into 384-well microplates 
containing 5 j^ l of dimethyl sulfoxide ( D M S O ) in each well. 
4.2.3 Generation of Subtractive Dikaryotic Library Microarray Chip 
The amplified subtraction dikaryotic library clones were stored in 384-well 
plates with D M S O . The product was spotted onto amino-silane coated slides 
(Coming Incorporated) with designed program. The dots were in the pattern of 
duplicate beside each dot and then triplicate for whole set making it totally six set of 
duplication of each clone, aiming to minimize the standard deviation of experiment. 
Combined with the 500 EST of primordium, around 2000 of subtraction dikaryotic 
library clones were dotted on the microarray chip。 
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4.2.4 Screening the Differentially Expressed Genes in Dikaryon L54 by the 
Subtraction Dikaryotic Library cDNA Microarray Analysis 
4.2.4.1 Preparation of Total RNA 
Total R N A was extracted using TRI R E A G E N T ® (Molecular Research Centre, 
Inc). TRI R E A G E N T ® is a ready to use chemical includes phenol and guanidine 
thiocyanate in a mono-phase solution.. All instrument contacting mycelium were 
treated to make sure nuclease free. Motar, pestle, and spatula were packed with 
aluminum foil and baked at 250°C for 6 hours, and chilled at _20。C for further use. 
Chemicals, including ultra-pure water, sodium citrate and sodium chloride, were 
treated with diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) to kill the nuclease. For homogenization, 
mycelium was grinded in a frozen mortar with liquid nitrogen, then use spatula to 
transfer O.lg of powder mycelium quickly into micro-centrifugal tube with 1 ml of 
TRI R E A G E N ®。 Immediate vortex for 15 minutes was used to allow the complete 
dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes. Centrifuge the homogenate at 12000 X g 
for 10 minutes. Transfer the supernatant to a new micro-centrifugal tube and 
supplemented with 0.2 ml of chloroform。 Shaked vigorously for 15 seconds, the 
mixture was stored at room temperature for 2-15 minutes and centrifuged at 12000 X 
g for 15 minutes at 4°C. Following centrifugation, the mixture separates into a 
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lower red, phenol-chloroform phase, interphase, and the colorless upper aqueous 
phase. R N A remained exclusively in the aqueous phase whereas D N A and protein 
were in interphase and organic phase. For R N A precipitation transferred the 
aqueous phase into a micro-centrifugal tube. The R N A was precipitated by mixing 
isopropanol, sodium citrate and sodium chloride with the aqueous layer. The samples 
was then stored at room temperature for 8 minutes and centrifuged at 12000 X g for 
10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and the R N A pellet was washed 
with 7 0 % ethanol by votexing with subsequent centrifugation at 7500 X g for 5 
minutes at 4°C。 Discarded the supernatant, allowed the pellet subjected to dryness 
at room temperature。 Ultra-pure water treated with D E P C was added to dissolve 
the pellet at 65°C for 10 minutes. The quality and quantity of extracted R N A was 
measured with spectrophotometry (GenQuant, PharmaciaBio). 
The isolated R N A s were checked by running denatured gel electrophoresis. Two 
micro-gram of R N A sample was firstly mixed with 10 X M O P S (3-[n-Morpholino； 
propanesulfonate), 37% formaldehyde, formamide and DEPC-treated ultra-pure 
water to a final volume of 17 uL The R N A mixture was incubated at 55°C for 25 
minutes for denaturation. The denatured R N A was proceeded to gel electrophoresis 
in 1 X M O P S . 
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Normalization of the total R N A s of dikaryon and monokaryons were done by 
the spectrophotometry and denatured gel electrophoresis. 
4.2.4.2 Synthesis and fluorescent labeling of total cDNA 
T w o micro-gram of total R N A of dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B were 
used to synthesize and label c D N A by using T S A ™ Labeling and Detection Kit 
( M I C R O M A X ™ , N E N ® Life Science Products, Inc.). Firstly, labeled two P C R 
tubes with FL and Biotin, following added 2 ug of total R N A of of L54 and A/B into 
the PCR, 1 111 of Reaction Mix Concentrate, 1 X fluorescein or biotin nucleotide, 
and Rnase-free H2O were added to the P C R tube to make total volume of 20 ul. 
Denatured any secondary structure in the R N A by incubating the tubes at 65°C for 10 
minutes. The reactions were cooled to room temperature for 5 minutes to anneal 
the primers to the R N A template. The tubes then wanned to 42°C for 2 minutes and 
the following chemicals were added subsequently with gentle mixing: 10 X RT 
reaction buffer, then A M V RT/Rnase Inhibitor. The mixtures then continuing 
incubated at 42°C for 60 minutes. The labeling reactions were cooled to 4°C for 5 
minutes, and stopped by adding 2.5 \xl E D T A (0.5 M , p H 8), 2.5 )il of freshly 
prepared N a O H (10 N) was added to initiate hydrolysis. After hydrolysis, the 
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reactions were incubated at 65。C for 30 minutes. The incubation time should not 
exceed 30 minutes. The reaction tubes cooled to 4°C for 5 minutes and 6.5 jul of 
Tri-HCl (IM, p H 7.5) was added to neutralize the reaction. 
4.2.4.3 Purification of labeled cDNA 
It was critical to purify the labeled c D N A probes. The kit suggested two 
purification protocols, namely, Milipore Microcon Y M - 100 Centrifugal Filter Unit 
and Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) precipitation. I chosed to use Isopropyl alcohol 
precipitation protocol as the required instruments were available in our laboratory,. 
In purification, fluorescent and biotin labeled c D N A probes should be purified in 
separate tubes using the same protocol. Firstly, transferred the 36 pi of labeled 
probes separately into two micro-centrifugal tubes and added 2.7 jal of 5 M 
ammonium acetate, mixed well followed by adding 31 jil of 100 % EPA. The 
mixtures were vortex and incubated at 4°C for 30 minutes. After precipitating, the 
micro-centrifugal tubes were centrifuged to produce pellet at 10,000 X g for 15 
minutes at 4。C. The supernatant should be carefully removed as much as possible. 
The pellets were washed twice with 100 j^ l of 70% ethanol (Add 70% ethanol, 
vortexed, centrifuged at 4°C for 10 minutes and removed the supernatant as much as 
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possible. The pellets were bought to dryness without heat in a Savant Speed Vac 
for 5-8 minutes. 
4.2.4.4 Storage Condition of Probe 
For long-term probe storage, the labeled probe will resuspend in 20 TE buffer 
(10 m M Tris-Hcl, p H 7.5, 1 m M EDTA). Removed 1 of each labeling reaction 
and added into 9 TE (10 m M Tris-Hcl, p H 7.5, 1 m M E D T A ) to begin the serial 
dilutions for the c D N A analysis step (2. 2. 3. 5) . The remaining labeled probes 
were stored at -20oC. They were not combined until after the c D N A analysis was 
performed. 
For immediate probe use, each labeled pellets were resuspended in 20 of 
hybridization buffer (Q). The mixtures were standed for 10 minutes at room 
temperature without occasional mixing. Each labeling reaction was pipetted out 1 
and added 9 \x\ of TE buffer (10 m M Tris-Hcl, p H 7.5，1 m M E D T A ) to begin the 
serial dilutions for the c D N A analysis step. The remaining labeled probes were stored 
at -20°C. 
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4.2.4.5 Analysis of labeled total cDNA 
All the semi-quantitative, membrane-based colorimetric analysis in this step 
was required for all labeled c D N A samples so that downstream hybridization and 
detection procedures could be carried out using qualified starting material TN-
based buffers (i.e. with and without blocking reagent) were prepared and ensured that 
they were cooled to room temperature before starting the procedure. 10% of 
Bovine Serum Albumin was added into cooled blocking buffer. Perform all 
procedural steps at room temperature. W h e n handled the GeneScreen membrane, 
worn gloves were required and used plastic forceps。 
Serial dilutions of the fluorescent Control c D N A (AA) and the Biotin Control 
c D N A (G) was prepared in DNase- and RNase- free tubes. 2 |LI1 of each Control 
c D N A was added into 18 |LI1 of TE buffer (10 m M Tris-Hcl, p H 7.5, 1 m M E D T A ) in 
1: 10 dilution. Two fold serial dilutions, 1:20, 1:40，1:80, were prepared from 1:10 
dilution by adding 5 fil into 5 pJ of TE buffer. Separate 1:10 dilution of fluorescent 
and biotin labeled c D N A probes were also prepared in DNase- and RNase-free tubes 
by adding 1 i^l of probes into 9 |LI1 of TE buffer (10 m M Tris-Hcl, p H 7.5, 1 m M 
EDTA). Two fold serial dilutions, 1:20，1:40, 1:80, were prepared from 1:10 
dilution by adding 5 ]A into 5 of TE buffer. GeneScreen membrane with 8 cm X 
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8 c m size were divided into four 2 c m X 8 c m areas with a pencil and clean ruler. 
Four areas in the membrane were marked as "test" or “control，’ fluorescent and "test" 
or "control" biotin。 Each successive dilution was pipetted out 1 |il and spotted 
onto the GeneScreen memebrane，in rows of duplication. M a k e sure that the pipet 
tip did not touch the membrane. The GeneScreen membrane was allowed to air dry 
at room temperature. The edge of the membrane was dipped and wetted in 
appropriately 10 m l 2 X SSC, and made sure the spotted portion of membrane did 
not submerge into the salt。 The membrane was then placed on filter paper or paper 
towel. U V fixed the c D N A spots to membrane by cross-linking in a Stratalinker 
(automatic cross link program: 1200 X 102 microjoules; Stratagene，La Jo 11a, CA). 
The entire membrane was placed into a plastic pouch using a plastic forceps, and 
added 3.5 m l of T N Blocking Buffer containing 10 % goat serum (TNB-G). The 
pouch was heated to seal without any bubbles in the punch. The membrane was 
incubated in the pouch for 30 minutes with gentle agitation using an orbital shaker 
(Roto Shake Genie) Conjugate solution was prepared by adding 20 pi each of 
Anti-FL-HRP Conjugate (Z) and Streptavidin-HRP conjugate (J) into 3.5 ml of 
T N B - G Blocking Buffer. The conjugate solution should be used within 10 minutes 
of preparation. The plastic pouch was opened and T N B - G was poured out, and 
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made sure there was no excess liquid in the pouch bag. The entire conjugate 
solution was added to the pouch, and pressed out the bubbles and heated seal. The 
membrane in the pouch was then incubated for 30 minutes with gentle agitation. 
Then plastic pouch was cut and used plastic forceps to remove membrane that was 
quickly replaced into a clean dish containing at least 20 ml of T N T Buffer. The 
membrane was washed in the clean dish 4 times. In each washing, the membrane 
was washed for 5 minutes with vigorous agitation and with replacement of 20 ml of 
T N T Buffer. Then prepared 4 C N Plus Diluent working solution by adding 1 ml of 
4 C N Plus Diluent (BB) into 9 ml of double-distilled water. Added 200 i^l of 4 C N 
Plus Substrate (CC) to the working Diluent solution to prepare the 4 C N Plus 
working reagent. The working reagent was then spread over the membrane using 
quickly pipetting. The membrane was further incubated in a covered container for 
30 minutes. All three-probe spots should be visible after incubation. 
4.2.4.6 Microarray hybridization 
If the c D N A analysis performed above was good, combined the florescent and 
biotin labeled c D N A probes (38ul total) in a DNase- and RNase-free P G R tube. 
The labeled c D N A probe mixture was denatured at 90°C for 2 minutes. The 
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condensate was spun down to ensure full volume recovery. 
Before hybridization, the hybridization cassette and lid (Arraylt T M were rinsed 
with distilled water, and made sure that salt crystals and other contaminants had been 
removed。 Gloves must be worn at all times during this process, as hand oils, 
nucleases and other contaminants could interfere with the hybridization reaction, 
which proceeded in a 10 u m layer between the microarray chip and cover slip. 
After rinsing, dried the cassette chamber and lid thoroughly with paper towels. 
Prior to use the hybridization cassette, made sure that the flexible rubber gasket was 
seated evenly in gasket channel. The gasket must be evenly seated in the gasket 
chamber to prevent leaks between the chamber and lid. Before inserting the 
microarray slide into the cassette chamber, added each 30 pi of 2 X SSC to each 
grooves inside the cassette chamber. The SSC added was to create a humid 
environment which prevented evaporation of the hubridization solution between the 
microarray slide and cover slip during the hybridization reaction. After adding SSC 
into the cassette chamber, inserted the microarray slide with the reactive of the 
microarray facing upwards. The slide should be seated evenly on the base of the 
cassette. Cover slip with larger dimentions than the spotted microarray was used. 
The size of the cover slip should exceed the hybridization region of interest by 4 m m 
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in each dimension. Cover slips was cleaned thoroughly with 7 0 % ethanol and rinsed 
extensively with distilled water. After washing and rinsing, cover slips was be dried 
thoroughly with delicate paper wipes (e.g. K i m wipes) and inspected to make sure 
they are clean and free of dust and other debris. Placed the cleaned cover slip over 
the spotted microarray. Using a pipette, slowly applied labeled c D N A probe 
mixture to the slide of cover slip. The liquid spreaded evenly across the area 
between the inside of the cover slip and the array matrix。 Once the cover slip was 
placed onto the microarray surface, the clear plastic cassette lid was placed on top of 
the cassette chamber so that the four sealing screws align with the threaded holes in 
the cassette base. Once the hybridization Cassette containing the microarray was 
sealed properly, submerged the cassette into a water bath incubator set at 65°C for 16 
hours. Once the microarray was placed inside the hybridization cassette, kept the 
cassette facing upwards and to prevent any interference to move the cassette. 
4.2.4.7 Stringency washes 
Removed the hybridization cassette from the incubation chamber, unwinded the 
four screws of the lid, and placed the microarray slide attaching cover slip into 50 ml 
of conical tube containing 30 ml washing solution of 0.5 X SSC and 0.01 % SDS. 
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The cover slip was slide off from the microarray slide under its weight, when the 
placed the 50 ml conical tube vertically. The slide was removed and placed in a 
new conical tube with the same washing solution as previous. The 50 ml conical 
tube containing the microarray slide was placed on orbital shaker (Roto-Shake Genie) 
for 5 minutes washing with gentle agitation. The microarray slide was washed in 
30 m l of 0.06 X SSC, 0.01 % SDS and 30 ml of 0.06 X SSC with gentle agitation for 
5 minutes and 2 minutes respectively. 
4.2.4.8 Detection with TSA 
All the reagents used in this step were prepared immediately before use. All 
detection steps were preformed at room temperature, as lower temperatures could 
result in precipitation of reagents. All T S A incubation steps were done in a 
covered container with flat, damp blotting paper under the slide, without agitation. 
Failure to use a humidified chamber could lead to drying of the slide and resulted in 
increased background. All microarray incubation steps were performed by pipeting 
specified solutions directly onto the microarray matrix and incubated the slide out of 
direct light. The microarray area was completely covered with reagents during 
incubation. All T S A detection washes were done with agitation to reduce 
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background. These were done in 50 m l capped conical tubes. 
After the stringency wash, the microarray was precede to blocking step 
immediately. The microarray was incubated with 600 jul of TNB-10 % Bovine 
Serum Albumin Buffer for 10 minutes. The slide was rinsed in 30 ml of T N T buffer 
for 1 minute with agitation. The microarray was incubated with 300 j^ l of 
Anti-FL-HRP Conjugate Solution for 10 minutes and rinsed for three times for 1 
minute in 30 m l of T N T Buffer with agitation. After the introduction of HRP, an 
introduction of Cyanine 3 Tyramide followed. The microarray was incubated with 
300 [xl of Cyanine 3 Tyramide Solution for 10 minutes. Then microarray was 
rinsed three times for 5 minutes in each washing in 30 m l of T N T buffer with 
agitation. In H R P inactivation, the microarray was incubated with 300 [xl of H R P 
Inactivation Solution for 10 minutes. The microarray was then rinsed for three 
times for 1 minute in 30 ml of T N T buffer with agitation. After washing, 
microarray was incubated with 300 |LI1 Streptavidin-HRP Conjugate Solution for 10 
minutes. Then microarray was washed three times for 1 minute in 30 ml of T N T 
Buffer with agitation. The microarray was followed by incubating with 300 fil 
Cyanine 5 Tyramide Solution for 10 minutes. The microarray was then rinsed for 
three times for 5 minutes in 30 ml of T N T Buffer with agitation, and finally washed 
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for 1 minute in 30 ml of 0.06 X SSC with agitation. 
The slide was placed in a 50 ml conical tube and spun using a swinging bucket 
rotor (Eppendorf 5710) at 1500 X g for 1 minute. 
4.2.4.9 Image generation and data analysis 
The dried microarray was scanned by ScanArray® (GSI Lumonics) to generate 
images. The GSI Lumonics ScanArray® Microarray Analysis System is a scanning 
laser confocal fluorescence microscope that is used to determine the fluorescence 
intensity of a two-dimensional array of spots on a microarray. The sample spots 
microarray were 200 u m in diameter and with a few u m thick on top of the substrate 
surface. The images generated by the scanner ScanArray® were conjunction with 
QuanArray® .Analysis software for quantitation processing and reporting. 
The image was analyzed by the software QuanArrray® (Packard Bioscience)。 
Locating and defining spots on an array is a multi-step procedure that involved the 
process described: create protocol, load control image, name experiment, load 
images, adjust contrast, register images, specify location, edit pattern, locate spots, 
finally date reporting. Before staring the data analysis, a protocol was done to 
specify the diameter of the spots, the array patterns, the grid elasticity, spot elasticity 
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and space of spots. The control image then loaded to set as the reference image，in 
this case, monokaryons A and B was selected as the control images. The control 
images then composited with the images in interested, in this experiment, dikaryon 
L54 was selected as the sample image.. The location of the spots in each array was 
specified and the pattern of array was also edited to make sure the location of each 
spot in sample image was corresponding to control image. And data was generated 
out based on the fluorescent intensity excited by the laser in scanner. Normalization 
needed to be processed in the raw data generated by the image intensity so as to give 
out a reliable data. 
Normalization to total was selected to analyze the data. In the normalization, 
the normalized intensity for each spot was calculated by the following equation: a) 
calculated the total intensity (It) of all spots in the imgae via equation 1 : It 二 E 
(la-Ib)，where la was measured intensity for each spot and lb was the backgroun 
intensity for the spot, b) calculated the Normalization Factor (Nc) for each channel 
using equation 2: Nc2 = Iti/Itc where la was the total intensity for sample channel 
and Itc was the total intensity for the control channel., c) calculated the Normalized 
Intensity of a data point (In) using equation 3: In = la (Nc2)-
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4 . 2 . 5 Sequence analysis of clones showing differentially expressed in 
dikaryons in microarray screening 
4.2.5.1 Single-pass partial sequencing of 3，-end of subtractive cDNA clones 
After the screening of microarray of dikaryon L54 with monokaryons A and B, 
clones showed the intensity ratio of L54/A or L54/B above two fold were regarded 
as significantly differentially expressed in dikaryon L54. Purified P G R products of 
the subtractive library were stored in deionized water in 96-well microplate. P G R 
amplified products corresponding to those selected clones were pipette out and 
proceed to sequencing. 
3,- end nucleotide sequences of the c D N A insert were determined by using the 
A B I P R I S M ™ dRhodamine Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction D N A 
sequencing kit with (Perkin-Elmer). c D N A template of 0.5 of the purified P G R 
product from 96-well microplate were amplified in 10 \il of sequencing reaction 
containing 1.6 pmol of dT25 (dN) primer (N represents the nixture of A, G, and C), 4 
of Terminator Ready Reaction Mix, and appropriate deionized water. 
Thermocycling was performed for 25 cycles of 96°C for 10 seconds, 45°C for 15 
seconds, and 60°C for 4 minutes. The sequenced reaction product was purified with 
ethanol/sodium acetate precipitation. For each sequencing reation, 1 lal of 3 M 
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sodium acetate (NaOAc, p H 4.6) and 25 ]LI1 of 9 5 % ethanol (EtOH) were added to the 
reaction product. The mixtures were mixed and placed on ice for 10 minutes to 
precipitate the extension products. The microcentifugal tubes were spun for 15-30 
minutes at maximum speed. The supematants were carefully aspirated with a 
pipette and discarded. The pellets were rinsed with 250 jul of 7 0 % ethanol The 
microcentriflige tube were span for five minutes. Again, the supematants were 
discarded. The rinsed pellets were dried in vacuum centrifuge for 8 minutes at 
m a x i m u m speed. Ten f^ l of Hi-Di formamide was added to each microcentifuge 
tube to resuspend the pellet and denatured the solution at 95°C for 2 minutes. Then 
the mixtures were chilled with ice-bath. Samples were sequenced with the A B I 
P R I S M 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Perkin-Elmer)。 
4.2.5.2 Compiling dikaryotic EST database 
c D N A with partial length were edited with sofeware SeqEd (version 1.0.3, 
Perkin-Elmer). Nucleotide sequences and deduced amino acid sequences were 
compared with databases using the B L A S T X + B E A U T Y programs (Altschul et al., 
1997) on world wide web server of Baylor College of Medicine (URL: 
http://dotimgen.bcm.tmc.edu:9331/seq-search/nucleic acid-search.html). 
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Signature sequence, based on the tags of S A G E (Velculescu et al., 1995), of each 
E S T was used to effectively find out the duplicated ESTs。 The sequence of 
5'-CATG-3' closet to 3' end of the each c D N A plus nine nucleotides at its 3'- end 
were used as the signature sequence for each EST. 
Genes were catergorised by seaching matches in the S. cerevisiae functional 
catalog website: 
http://www.niips.biochem.mpg.de/proi/veast/catalogues/fiincat/index.html. 
4.2.6 Comparison microarray analysis with SAGE analysis of the differentially 
expressed genes 
After the construction of ESTs database from microarray analysis, serial 
analysis of gene expression (SAGE) tags was extracted from the 3'- end of each 
ESTs of the differentially expressed genes. Some of the differentially expressed 
genes with S A G E tags generated from microarray were compared with the S A G E 
tags of dikaryon L54 and its two parents, monokaryons A and B constructed by other 
labmate, Aimin Ma. Each S A G E tag contained 10 nucleotides where compared 
with those tag from microarray analysis. If the the S A G E tag was identical to tag 
generated from the microarray analysis with the, the copy number of S A G E tag of 
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dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B were compared. If the S A G E tag numbers 
in dikaryon L54 were higher than those in monokaryons A and B。 The transcripts 
were regarded differentially expressed in dikaryons in S A G E analysis. 
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Preparation of clones for microarray hybridization 
After screening of the subtractive library by macroarray hybridization, 1800 
c D N A clones were amplified and purified. Massive 96-well gel electrophoresis 
showed all the P C R products carried single insert. Products with weak signal after 
performing gel electrophoresis were screening out and replaced by other products. 
In this way, that could make sure all the clones dotted on microarray chip have 
dikaryon c D N A inserts. The qualification of P C R product is shown in Figure 4.1. 
The P C R products were then purified and the quality and quantity analysed by gel 
electrophoresis.In s p e c t r o p h o t o m e t r y analysis, the P C R products all remained in the 
ratio ranging from 1.4-1.7 in the absorbance ratio of 260/280. And the 
concentration of each purified P C R product was laid in the range of 0.5- 1.0 ug/ul. 
Qualified P C R products were spotted on microarray chip. Each spot in the 
microarray chip was duplicated in subgrid, and triplicated in supergrid. Totally, 
each spot were dotted six times in one microarray chip. Standard deviation during 
experiments can be minimized by increase the duplicate set. 
Probes preparation was the critical stage in microarray hybrization. 
Nomalization was performed to make sure the starting material of dikaryon L54 and 
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monokaryons A and B were equal amount before proceed to hybridization. 
Normalization was done by spectrophotometry and gel electrophoresis. Two ug of 
total R N A were used in microarray hybridization. All total R N A laid in the ratio of 
260/280 absorbances at 1.9-2.0, to make sure no degradation of any R N A in all 
samples. Denaturing gel electrophoresis also performed to check the normalized 
quantity and quality. The two bands of ribosomal R N A s in three samples were 
equal. The denaturing gel electrophoresis is shown in Figure 4.1。 
4.3.2 Screening the differentially expressed genes in dikaryon L54 by the 
subtractive dikaryotic library cDNA microarray analysis 
4.3.2.1 Image capture and microarray data analysis. 
Microarray chips with labeled dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B were 
scanned to capture the fluorescent images after laser excitation. Normalization 
factors were calculated based on the total intensity. Both channels (cy3 and cy5) 
are expected to have equal amount of total intensity after nomorlization. The data 
generated after image captured was normalized with totally intensity subtract 
background. (The details were discussed in section 2.3.3.2). 
A composite image generated by combining dikaryon L54 with monokaryon A 
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is shown in Figure 4.5 
4.3.2.2 Comparision of dikaryon L54 with monokaryons A and B 
There are totally six sets of duplication in each spot. Average ratios and 
intensities were taken to minimize the standard deviation. Generally, each set of 
data were consistent to other five set data. Thus average was taken to give one 
overall set of data。There were totally 1791 clones selected for analysis after the 
generation of microarray data. 
Comparison of L54 with A 
In simultaneous hybridization of dikaryon L54 with monokaryon A, data was 
normalized by total minus background. Clones with two-folding intensities were 
considered as differentially expressed in either dikaryon L54 or monokaryon A. 
From the scatterplot (Figure 4.3), there were more differentially expressed genes in 
dikaryon which are up-regulated, while there were fewer genes shown up-regulated 
in monokaryon A, 
Totally 1791 clones were analysed. 35.56 % (26.24% + 9.32%) of them shown 
highly differentially expressed in dikaryon L54. The intensity ratio represent the 
expression ratio in dikaryon and monokaryon. 
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Table 4.1 The Expression Ratio of Dikaryon L54 compared with Monokaryon A in 
Subtractive Library of Dikaryon after Microarray Analysis 
Intensity Ratio* Aver. Int. of L54/A** Percentage of L54/A 
<1 412 23.00% 
1-1.9 742 41.43% 
2-3.9 470 26.24% 
4 167 9.32% 
Total clones i m 100% 
Note: 
* Intensity Ratio: represent the average ratio of dikaryon L54 over monokaryon A 
**Aver. Int. of L54/A represents the average intensity of L54 over intensity of A 
Table 4.2 The Expression Ratio of Dikaryon L54 compared with Monokaryon B in 
Subtractive Library of Dikaryon after Microarray Analysis 
Intensity Ratio* Aver. Int of L54/B** Percentage (%) L54/B 
<1 950 53.04% 
1-1.9 425 23.73% 
2-3.9 183 10.22% 
4 233 13.01% 
Total clones 1791 100% 
Note: 
* Aver. Int. of L54/B represents the average intensity of L54 over intensity of B 
** Intensity Ratio: represent the average ratio of dikaryon L54 over monokaryon B 
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Comparison of L54 with B 
In simultaneous hybridization of dikaryon L54 with monokaryon B，data was 
normalized by total minus background. Clones with two-fold dufference intensities 
were considered as differentially expressed in either dikaryon L54 or monokaryon B, 
From the scatterplot (Figure 4.4), there were more differentially expressed genes in 
dikaryon which are up-regulated, while there were fewer genes shown up-regulated 
in monokaryon B. 
Totally 1791 clones were analysed. 23.23 % (12.22% + 13.01%) of them 
shown highly differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 when compared with B. 
Intensity ratio below two-fold were counted to be 76.7%. The results are shown in 
table 4.2. 
From Figure 4.4，the scatterplot of dikaryon L54 intensity versus monokaryon 
B，there were more differentially expressed genes up-regulated in dikaryon 
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4.3.2.3 Sequenced and comparison of the differentially expressed genes in 
dikaryon 
Clones showing differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 as compared with 
monokaryon A and B were chosed to sequence and sesarch the homology in 
comparing with databases using the B L A S T X + B E A U T Y programs (Altschul et al., 
1997) on world wide web server of Baylor College of Medicine (URL: 
http://dot.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu:9331/seq-search/nucleic acid-search.html). Not all 
of the two-folding intensity clones were chosen to sequence。 Th intensity were 
separated into different ranges, they were below 10000, 10000-19999, 20000-24999， 
25000-29999 and above 30000. All the clones below 10000 in both comparation of 
dikaryon L54 with A or B, were selected for sequencing. In other range, only parts 
of them were selected to prevent clones earring same genes were selected for 
sequencing. In comaparison of L54 with A, 35 clones below intensity 10000, 132 
clones in the range of 10000-19999, 87 clones in the range of 20000-24999，and 87 
clones in 20000-24999，and 81 clones in 25000 —29999. The result is shown in 
table 4.3. The hybridization intensity of dikaryon L54 in monokaryons A and B 
was expected identical in each clone. But, due to the high fluoresent sensitity of 
microarray, deviation could occur. 
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Table 4.3 The intensity range of clones of dikaryon L54 in monokaryon A 
Intensity range of clones of dikaryon L54 in monokaryon A 
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y � 
Intensity Range • Number of Clones 
Functional categorizations of the putative homologies were classified in the S. 
cerevisea database http://www.mips.biochem.mpg.de/proj/yeast/ 
catalogues/funcat/fc30_01.htmL 
Most of the differentially expressed genes found were unidentified proteins.. 
Others were hydrophobins (15.6%). For genes other than hydrophobin and 
unidentified proteins, 4.96% involved in metabolism, and 1.49% involved in energy 
production. The remaining genes were related to cell defense, protein synthesis, 
transcription regulation, and subcellular protein localization. 
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Table 4.4 Summary of P values of c D N A clones from homologous searches by the 
B L A S T X + B E A U T Y algorithm in the B C M Search Launcher  
Number of Clones Percentage (%) 
Highly significant (p< 1CT^。） 95 23.6 
Moderare significant (IQ-S-ICT�。） 59 14.6 
Weakly significant (10-2-10-4) 5 1.2 
N o significant match (p>10'^) 2 M 60.5 
Total 403 100 
Table 4.4 Functional categorization of putative homologies in the differentially 
expressed genes in dikaryon L54 when compared with A and B  
Functional Categories Number of clones Percentage (%) 
1.Cell cycle and DNA processing 3 0.74 
2.Cell rescue,defense and virulence 9 2.23 
3. Cell struture/cytoskeleton 63 15.60 
4. Cell transport/transport mechanism 1 0.29 
5. Control of cellular organization 4 0.99 
6. Energy 6 1.49 
7. Metabolism 20 4.96 
8 Protein fate 1 0.25 
9. Protein synthesis 6 1.49 
10. Subcellular localization 6 1.49 
11. Transcription 7 1.74 
12. Unclassified 277 68.73 
Total E S T 403 100 
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4.3.3 Comparison microarray analysis with S A G E analysis of the differentially 
expressed genes 
The differentially expressed genes identified in microarray analysis were 
compared with S A G E analysis in order to test the readability of the data. 
Some of the genes showed differentially expression in dikaryon in 
metabolism related were compared to S A G E tags. And most of them reveal 
consistent in microarray analysis and S A G E analysis。 
The genes chose to compared with two analysis approaches were aldehyde 
dehydrogenase, glyceraldehydes-Sphosphate dehydrogenase, glutamate 
decarboxylast, G A B A (A) receptor-associated protein，succinate dehydrogenase 
membrane anchor subunit and alcohol dehydrogenase. 
Totally, around 1000 of S A G E tages in dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and 
B were compared. Only G A B A (A) receptor-associated protein was not consistent 
in the comparison of dikaryon L54 with monokaryon A，others were consistent in 
other genes in both comparison of dikaryon L54 with monokaryons A and B. The 
results were shown in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.9 and 4.10. 
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Figure 4.1 1% agarose Et/Br denaturing gel electrophoresis of total R N A of 
dikaryon and monokaryon. Quantification and qualification of total R N A were 
checked and normalized. The quantified and qualified R N A were used to 
hydridize simultaneously to subtraction dikaryotic library microarray chip to 
screen for the differentially expressed genes in dikaryon L54 when compared 
with monokaryons A and B. M : R N A marker (Invitrogen) Lane 1: total R N A of 
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Figure 4.3 The data was shown as a scatter plot of cy3 labeled dikaryon L54 
versus cy5 labeled monokaryon A. T w o was the upper threshold while 0.5 was 
the lower threshold. The plot showed a 1:1 identical line. Red spots above the 
plot indicating the clones were highly expressed in dikaryon L54 while those 
below the plot were highly expressed in monokaryon A. The grey spots were 
considered not differentially expressed in dikaryon and monokaryons. 
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Figure 4.4 The data was shown as a scatter plot of cy3 labeled dikaryonL54 
versus cy5 labeled monokaryon B. T w o was the upper threshold while 0.5 was 
the lower threshold. The plot showed a 1:1 identical line. Red spots above the 
plot indicating the clones were highly expressed in dikaryon L54 while those 
below the plot were highly expressed in monokaryon A. The grey spots were 
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C o m p a r i s o n of Microarray Analysis wi th S A G E Analysis of 
the Differential ly Expressed G e n e s 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of microarray analysis with S A G E analysis of differentially 
expressed genes in dikaryon L54 and monokaryon A comparison. 
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Comparison of Microarray Analysis with 
SAGE Analysis of 
the Differentailly Expressed Genes 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of microarray analysis with S A G E analysis of differentially 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Microarrays are one of the latest breakthroughs in experimental molecular 
biology, which allow monitoring of gene expression for thousands of genes in 
parallel. With this new invented technology, comparasion of thousands of genes in 
dikaryon with monokaryons be came possible. 
Totally 1800 subtractive library clones were spotted on microarray chip and 
gene expression patterns of dikaryon L54 and monokaryon A and B werecompared 
simultaneously. In image capture, the total fluorescent intensity of dikaryon L54 in 
monokaryon A was different from monokaryon B although same dikaryon sample 
were used. This may due to the high sensitivity of amplified fluorescent probes in 
microarray, and may due to the different excitation power in laser, thus induce 
different intensity. Thus the normalization factor of dikaryon in both microarray 
chips was different when compared with monokaryon A and monokaryon B. 
After normalization, about 35.6% and 23.23% of clones are differentially 
expressed in dikaryon when compared with monokaryon A and monokaryon B 
respectively. These results showed that there are more genes expressed at the same 
level between dikaryon L54 and monokaryon B。 A n d dikaryon is more similar to 
its parent monokaryon B as they show more similarity expression regulation pattern。 
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More experiments are needed to support this proposal. 
After data mining of microarray analysis, sequencing of differentially expressed 
clones were performed to find the protein homology. Repetitive clones carrying the 
same gene can occur. In order to prevent repetitive sequencing of same identity, 
clones were chosen based on its hybridization intensity. Lowest intensities (below 
10000) were all selected for sequencing, those were the low level expressed genes, 
and they m a y be involved in transcription regulation. In each intensity range, only 
some of clones showing differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 were chosen for 
proceed to sequencing. 
After searching for protein homologies by B L A S T X + B E A U T Y launcher, 
many of the selected clones were hydrophobin (15.6%), that implied that dikaryon 
posses more structural proteins for itself somehow functioning in protection of 
hyphae or support the structure of cells. High percentages of unidentified genes 
were found differentially expressed in dikaryon (68.73%). These genes do not have 
protein homology in other organisms. They may be the fungal-specific gene which 
only regulated in fungi. Genes involved in metabolism also were highly 
differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 (4.96%). Dikaryon L54 grow faster than 
monokaryons A and B, high growth rate required high metabolic rate. High energy 
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supply is also required in high growth rate。These groups of genes showing 
differentially expressed in dikaryon provide a reason that dikaryon grow much faster 
than monokaryons. 
Genes differentially expressed and related to metabolism were peptidylprolyl 
isomerase, glutamate decarboxylase, G A B A (A) receptor-associated protein, prolyl 
aminopeptidase, peroxisomal hydratase, dehydrogenase epimerase, succinate 
dehydrogenase membrane anchor subunit, alcohol dehydrogenase, 
prohormone-processing carboxypeptidas, ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinas, 
glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase, thiazole biosynthetic enzyme. These genes are related 
to energy metabolism in amino acid, fatty acid, nucleic acid, nitrogen sulfur and 
carbohydrote metabolisms. 
Other genes involved in trancription regulation were hydroxymethylpyrimidine 
phosphate (HMP-P) kinase, cyclophilin B and transcription initiation factor IID. 
Hydroxymethylpyrimidine phosphate (HMP-P) kinase, catalyses the phosphorylation 
of H M P - P to H M P - P P in the reaction: 
A T P + 4-amino-2-methyl-5-phosphomethylpyrimidine —• A D P + 
4-amino-2-methyl-5-diphosphomethylpyrimidine during the biosynthesis of thiamine. 
A n d thiamine is a coenzyme for the decarboxylation of pyruvate and the oxidation of 
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alpha keto-glutamic acid. Thus H M P - P m a y also regulate metabolism indirectly. 
It is up-regulated in dikaryon, suggestiong that H M P - P m a y play a vital role in the 
regulation of metabolism in dikaryon. 
Genes showing upregulated involved in metabolism were pyruvate 
dehydrogenase (PDH), succinate dyhydrogenase (SDH), glutamate decarboxylase 
(GAD), acohol dehydrogenase (AcDH) and aldehyde dehydrogenase (ADH). From 
the result, it similar to those in primordium EST. High growth rate requires high 
energy supply, increasing the expression level of the enzymes involved in T C A cycle 
(Figure 4.8) 
Glutamate decarboxylase ( G A D ) catalyzing the synthesis of 丫-amiiiobutyric 
acid ( G A B A ) plays vital roles in different organisms with different functions. Several 
reviews discuss its molecular genetics and metabolism roles (Erlnader and Tobin 
1991; Soghomonian and Martin 1998). In mammalian brain, G A B A serves as a 
neurotransmitter, and in other tissues it play an role in intermediary metabolism 
including tricarboxylic cycle. G A D exhibits developmentally regulated activity in 
plant and showed accumulation in the presence of stress conditions in plants (Chen et 
aL, 1994; Gallego et aL, 1995; Snedden et al., 1995) 
Several reports investigated the activity and property of G A D in fungi. In N. 
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crassa, conidia germination was found to be accompanied by G A B A formation 
(Schmit and Brody 1975), and G A D activity decreased during germination of conidia 
and activity level in vegetative mycelia was low (Christensen and Schmit 1980). 
G A D activity displayed remarkable changes during development of vegetative 
mycelia in Trichoderma viride conidia, and suggested that the developmental 
regulation of G A D was present in fungi as observed in plants. (Chen et al., 1994; 
Gallego et al., 1995; Strigacova et aL, 2001). In A. niger, metabolic fate of glutamate 
was studied to demonstrate the carbon skeleton of L-glutamate could flow into T C A 
cycle by at least three routes: (1) an oxidative deamination (NAD-gluatmate 
dehydrogenase results in the formation of 2-ketoglutarate; (2) an oxidative 
transamination (to pyruvate or oxaloacetate results in formation of 2-ketoglutarate。 
This enzyme activity is reported in A niger (Kubicek and Rohr, 1977); (3) glutamate 
carbons enter T C A cycle at succinate via the G A B A bypass. And in carbon 
metabolism, many mechanism have been put forth to rationalize acidogenesis 
(Kubieck and Tohr, 1986; Punekar et al., 1994; Wolschek and Kubieck，1999). In A. 
niger, G A B A accumulated during fermentation (Kubicek et aL, 1979). A functional 
G A B A shunt could be invoked in this fungus. 
In L. edodes dikaryon L54, G A D gene was found to be differentially expressed 
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in this dikaryotic mycelium stage with comparison to its parents, monokaryons A and 
B. There is no report about the G A D activity in L edodes. Its activity is probably 
similar to T. viride conidia, involved in developmental regulation or differentiation 
events, or plays a role in integrating cellular energy metabolism. 
If the activity of G A D in mycelium of L�edodes is real, it would suggest that 
GAD may play a role in the stronger metabolism of dikaryons and attribute to its 
higher growth rate when compare with monokaryons. 
Glucogenesis and glycolysis involved genes also showed differentially 
expressed genes in diakaryon。 The enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase is involved in glycolysis 
Cell cycle related genes, thioredoxin, ubiquitin and N-acetyltransferase are also 
differentially expressed in dikaryon。 
The summary of identified putative homologs of the differentially expressed 
genes in dikaryon L54 when compared with monokaryons A and B is shown in Table 
4.4. 
From Table 4.6, the differentially expressed genes in dikaryon L54 identified in 
microarray analysis were consistent in S A G E analysis. Only G A B A ( A ) 
receptor-associated protein shown different in comparison of dikaryon L54 with 
monoaryon A. The difference may due to there still not representative enough 
number of S A G E tags in dikaryon L54 and monokaryons A and B. Based on the 
microarray and sage analysis comparison, we can conclude that microarray analysis 
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is�reliable and accurate. 
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Figure 4.10 T C A cycle. The enzymes found differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 
comparing with monokaryons A and B are involved in T C A cycle that related to cell 
metabolism. The genes including pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), succinate 
dyhydrogenase (SDH), glutamate decarboxylase (GAD), alcohol dehydrogenase (AcDH) 
and aldehyde dehydrogenase (ADH). 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Perspective 
Lentinula edodes (Berk.) is highly cultivated over the world. With the 
global production in the mid 1990，s of 840,000 tones and 80% of production occurs 
in China, others grown in Japan and South Korea, is the second most commonly 
cultivated edible mushroom worldwide. Shiitake is an important ingredient in 
Chinese and Japanese cuisine, and is increasingly finding its way onto the tables of 
North Americans, Europeans, and other cultures. The health benefits of Shiitake 
are widely characterized, but the number and quality of scientific studies are rapidly 
increasing, demonstrating its medicinal effects, sparking international interest in the 
medicinal effects of Shiitake. Researches demonstrated the fruiting body of 
Shiitake mushroom contains highly beneficial compounds. Apart from the 
medicinal benefits, Shiitake mushroom also contains nutritious elements. With 
these merits, Shiitake are cultivated economically. If the fruiting process of 
Shiitake mushroom is well characterized, the yielding of cultivation can be improved 
accordingly. Lentinula edodes posses four developmental stages: mycelium, 
primordium, young fruiting body and mature fruiting body. Research works have 
been focused on several developmental stages. Primordium-specific and 
fruiting-body-specific genes were identified, but the information on the fruiting 
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process of Shiitake mushroom is still not sufficient to generate a fruiting model. The 
research work on the mycelial stages of dikaryons and monokaryons has still not yet 
been carried out although the differences between these two stages are fundamental 
to the fruiting process. B y observation, dikaryons differ from monokaryons in 
high growth rate, high mycelial density, and the presence of clamp connection. The 
clamp connection is the characteristic feature of dikaryons distinguishes from 
monokaryons. Yet, the molecular and biochemical basis for the generation of 
fruiting body development from dikaryons have not yet been solved. In order to 
distinguish the differences, identification of the dikaryon specific genes was carried 
out to find the differences between monokaryons and dikaryons. 
Our laboratory collection of primordium ESTs was used to screen 
dikaryon-specific genes using c D N A microarray analysis. These ESTs were 
randomly selected from a c D N A library from primordium Out of 328 ESTs, 16% and 
20.4% were differentially up-regulated in the dikaryon L54 when compared with 
parental monokaryons A and B respectively. W h e n compared with the screening 
efficiency of differentially expressed genes in dikaryon L54 in 2000 subtractive 
library clones, the primordium ESTs revealed fewer differentially expressed clones . 
The subtractive library clones of dikaryon L54 were initially subtracted with 
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monokaryons A and B, and then verify by plaque lifts. Before microarray screening, 
the subtractive library was enriched by macroarray hybridization. After microarray 
analysis, about 35.6% clones was up-regulated and 16.6% was down-regulated, and 
23.3% was up-regulated and 13.2% down-regulated clones in L54 when compared 
with A and B respectively. The results implied that the subtractive library 
construction could improve the screening process of dikaryon-specific genes. 
From microarray analysis in both primordium ESTs and subtractive dikaryotic 
library, many genes related to metabolism were differentially expressed in dikaryon 
L54 when compared with its two parents, monokaryons A and B. Several enzymes 
from the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, were identified. They were pyruvate 
dehydrogenase, succinate dehydrogenase, glutamate decarboxylase, alcohol 
dehydrogenase and aldehyde dehydrogenase. Dikaryon L54 grows faster than its 
parents monokaryons A and B，and should demand a large amount of energy. Thus 
energy related genes may be differentially expressed in dikaryons. Metabolism 
related genes include glyoxylate pathway regulator, thioredoxin II, prostacyclin 
synthase. N A D H ubiquinone oxidoreductase complex and esteras were found 
differentially expressed in dikaryon L54 when compared with its parents 
monokaryons A and B. Glyoxylate pathway allows organisms to convert fat to 
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glucose by bypassing CO2 generating reactions of the citric acid cycle and thus more 
energy by catabolism of fat. Glyoxylate pathway was recently found to be crucial to 
the survival of tuberculosis-causing bacteria, Mycobacterium tuberculosis inside 
cells (McKinney et al., 2000). The metabolism related enzymes breaking down 
carbohydrates, fat, proteins and other essential elements should be more abundant in 
dikaryons to support the high grow rate of hyphae. 
In cell signaling, ADP-Ribosylation factor was found differentially expressed in 
dikaryon L54. Adenosine diphosphate (ADP) ribosylation factor is remarkable for 
its ability to influence both vesicular trafficking and actin cytoskeletal remodeling in 
mammalian cells. A R F 6 plays a role in the regulation of the endocytic pathway, 
recycling pathway in which membrane from an endosomal-like compartment is 
translocated to the cell surface (Caumont et al., 1998; Caumont et al, 2000; 
D'Souza-Schorey et al., 1995; D'Souza-Schorey et al., 1998; Peters et al., 1995; 
Radhakrishna et aL, 1997, Galas et al., 1997). The function of Arf has been 
characterized in yeast. And ADP-ribosylation factor may play a role in secretion of 
proteins in yeast. The roles of A R F in yeast suggests that it may play a role in the 
regulation of secretion in dikaryons. Structural proteins, like hydrophobins, 
extensins and fibroins are structural proteins which found differentially expressed in 
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dikaryon L54 in microarray analysis. And A R F may play a critical role in the 
regulation of these structural protein secretions in dikaryotic mycelium, and perhaps 
support it to trigger fruiting body development in dikaryons. 
Cell structure related genes including 24ka intrinsic membrane protein, alpha 
tubulin and proline-rich protein (extensin) were differentially expressed in dikaryon 
L54. Gene, benA (benomyl-resistant A), was found in A. nidulans and encodes ^ 
-tubulin (Sheir-Neiss et al., 1978). Benomyl-resistant mutants have also been 
important for microtubule functions in mitosis and in nuclear migration in fungi 
(Oakley et al” 1981). Tubulin superfamily is known to nucleate microtubule 
assembly at microtubule-organizing centres and centriole. Dikaryon L54 
up-regulate the gene encoding tubulin, may account for the high hyphal growth rate 
which required more raw materials for the structures of hyphae. Another structural 
protein, extensin also was identified highly expressed in dikaryon. Extensins 
contain Ser-Hyp4 pentapeptide repeats, which are glycosylated by galactose and 
arabinosyl side chains (Wilson and Fry 1986). Extensin gene expression is inducesor 
up-regulatedin tissues under tensile stress. 
Extensins may also be more generally involved in plant development as 
regulators of cell wall expansion (Carpita and Gibeaut 1993) or as linkers between 
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the cell wall and the plasma membrane (Knox 1995). Extensin in tomato may 
function in cell defense (Brownleader et al” 1995). Extensin has not been identified 
in filamentous fungi, its function remain mysterious in L. edodes. Yet, based on the 
information from plants and hair, extensin may play a role in cell structure of 
mycelium enhancing the high growth rate of dikaryon. 
Thioredoxin (TRX) is a small peptide containing a redox active center. S. 
cerevisiae has two T R X genes, TRXl and TRX2. Expression of the latter is regulated 
by Yaplp, a transcriptional factor critical for oxidative stress response (Izawa et al., 
1999). Thioredoxin may involve in energy breakdown in dikaryon. The N A D H : 
ubiquinone oxidoreductase Complex I，provides the input to the respiratory chain 
from the NAD-linked dehydrogenases of the citric acid cycle. The complex couples 
the oxidation of N A D H and the reduction of ubiquinone, to the generation of a 
proton gradient that is then used for ATP synthesis. The complex occurs in the 
mitochondria of eukaryotes and in the plasma membranes of purple photosynthetic 
bacteria, and the closely related respiratory bacteria (Weiss et al., 1991). Esterase 
presents in fungi, A. niger (Linden et al., 1994), S. commune (Halgasova et al., 1994), 
and Trichoderma reesei (Poutanen et al., 1990). Esterase cleaves the ester bond of 
hemicellulose of energy production. Thus, T R X differentially expressed in dikaryon 
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may contribute to the energy supply process. 
Most differentially expressed genes identified in dikaryon are related to 
metabolism and cell structure. W e can propose that the high growth rate of 
dikaryon is due to its high metabolic rate supported by the metabolic enzymes. 
Cell structure components are also abundantly expressed in dikaryon. The cell 
hyphae structure in dikaryon may be different from the monokaryon which enable 
the high growth rate of hyphae. Functional studies on the identified genes 
differentially expressed in dikaryon will need to be carried out for a better picture of 
the difference between monokaryons and the trigger for the fruiting development. 
Further studies should be carried out to identify the functions of the 
differentially expressed genes. Different families of monokaryons and dikaryons 
can be used to screen the dikaryon-specific genes that are not strain specific. The 
generation of fruiting body development model needs transformation of L. edodes, 
for gene knock out studies. 
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